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Abstract:
Telecommunication transmission networks are faced with greatly increasing bandwidth 
demands due largely to a growth in the number of subscriber services on offer and the 
nature o f these services Existing (and new) operators are presented with the problem 
of installing new capacity to cater for this The scale o f these networks and the 
immense investment being undertaken suggests that much attention in planning be 
given to mimmum cost design
This thesis is concerned with the area o f network topological optimisation Network 
topological design problems require the optimal configuration o f a network to meet a 
set o f  requirements while minimising total cost.
Network topological optimisation problems are usually computationally difficult 
Many such problems belong to the ¿VP-hard class o f problems, for which no 
polynomial-time solution algorithms have been found As there are frequently a large 
number o f  diverse local optima, the use o f pure local optimisation strategies can be 
rather inefficient to search for the global optimum or a feasible solution close to it
The major concern o f this work is to consider some approaches to global optimisation 
based on a non-tnvial combination and adaptation o f modem optimisation heuristics, 
namely tabu search, simulated annealing and genetic algorithms The performance of 
these algorithms is evaluated with reference to quality o f solution obtained, robustness, 
and time taken to converge. Existing methods are also reviewed and improvements in 
performance are achieved
To ensure that our tests are mdependent o f the idiosyncrasies o f any particular 
network, a mechamsm for generating random, realistic test problems is developed A  
classification o f problems is introduced to examine how algorithm performance 
depends on the nature o f the problem We see that a parameter defining this 
classification is in fact closely related to the number o f local optima in the problem
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Intro ductio n
Telecommunication transmission networks are faced with greatly increasing bandwidth 
demands due largely to a growth in the number of subscriber services on offer and the 
nature o f  these services. Existing (and new) operators are presented with the problem 
o f  installing new capacity to cater for this M ost o f this growth is in the area o f  data 
communications, and is especially due to an increase in the demand for multimedia 
services among both business and domestic users Future growth in bandwidth demand 
seems assured for the following major reasons
• There is substantial growth in low -cost computing capability among the general
public as personal computers grow from relatively small machines to machines with
enormous computing power
• Increasing deregulation and competition among network operators is encouraging 
diversification into the provision o f new high-bandwidth consumer multimedia 
services such as home shopping and video-on-demand
• There is an ever-increasing need for data interchange in the business world and
there is substantial growth in demand for high bandwidth services like video
conferencing
The scale o f these networks and the immense investment bemg undertaken suggests 
that much attention in planning be given to minimum cost design This thesis is 
concerned with the area o f network topological optimisation Network topological 
design problems require the optimal configuration o f a network to meet a set of 
requirements while minimising total cost Topological design methods can be applied 
equally to the design of new physical networks and to the design o f mcreasmgly popular 
private leased line networks
1.2 O bjective
Network topological optimisation problems are usually computationally difficult Many 
such problems belong to the iVP-hard class o f problems that cannot be solved in realistic
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time on modem computers As there are frequently a large number o f diverse local 
optima, the use o f pure local optimisation strategies can be rather inefficient to search 
for the global optimum or a feasible solution close to it Existing network design 
algorithms use local optimisation heuristics The major objective o f this thesis is to 
review these existing algorithms with a view to achieving improvements in performance 
and to investigate the use o f newly developed global optimisation algorithms The 
particular algorithms under investigation are simulated annealing, tabu search and 
genetic algorithms These algorithms have already been used with considerable success 
to solve a wide range o f complex problems in a vanety of different areas
1.3 T hesis  S tru c tu re
An introduction to the terminology and ideas o f network topological optimisation is 
given in Chapter 2 This is followed by a formal description o f the general problem that 
is consistent with a vanety o f problems discussed in the literature. A  review o f existing 
literature on the solution o f these problems is also presented Finally, the general area 
of combinatonal optimisation is introduced
Chapter 3 is concerned with a complexity study and a particular difficult but reasonably 
well-behaved approximate model is selected for further investigation In this 
complexity study the problem is decomposed and subproblems identified
A  vanety o f solution methods are mtroduced and discussed m Chapter 4 These include 
greedy algonthms as well as modem global optimisation procedures such as the 
methods o f  simulated annealing, genetic algonthms and tabu search
Chapter 5 is concerned with the implementation o f the algonthms Details o f the 
adaptation and use o f all the solution methods discussed in the previous chapter are 
presented The generation o f realistic test problems and the use o f shortest path 
algonthms are also discussed A particularly efficient use o f shortest-path algonthms is 
presented in Section 5 2 A new hybnd combmation o f a greedy algonthm and a 
genetic algonthm is dicussed in Section 5.8 2
Results are presented and discussed in Chapter 6 Results are firstly presented for 
parametnc studies o f each o f the methods under consideration Finally, an overall 
com panson o f methods is presented.
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An overall discussion o f results, applications, and scope for further work is given in 
Chapter 7 Finally, overall conclusions are summarised A successful application in a 
decision support system is briefly described
Appendix 1 provides formal descriptions o f the shortest-path algorithms that are used
1.4 A s s o c ia t e d  p u b lic a tio n
A  summary o f part o f this work was presented at ATNAC'94, the Australian 
Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference in November 1994 [27]
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Chapter 2. Network Topological Design
This chapter is primarily concerned with the introduction o f network topological design 
and optimisation to the reader and a review o f existing literature on the subject 
Terminology and ideas are introduced in Section 2 1 Section 2 2 discusses a formal 
model which is sufficiently general to be consistent with a variety o f problems discussed 
in the literature Solution methods used for these various problems are described in 
Section 2 3 and the existence of a new class o f (quite different) methods, with proven 
success in other areas, is discussed Section 2 4 briefly introduces combmatonal 
optimisation to facilitate better understanding of Chapter 3
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Network topological design problems require the optimal configuration o f a network to 
meet a given set o f requirements while minimising total cost As well as in 
telecommunication networks, with which we are concerned, such problems occur in 
areas as diverse as transportation, energy and other distribution networks
In the context o f  telecommunications we are generally given a set o f N  nodes (Figure 
2 1) To the designer o f a national trunk network, the nodes would represent cities or 
principal exchanges, to a private network planner, they would represent the offices that 
are to be connected These nodes have to communicate with one another, exchanging 
telephone traffic (i e voice and data) The purpose o f a network is to facilitate 
communication by means o f links installed between some chosen pairs o f nodes A  
solution network could (in theory) be a minimum network (Figure 2 2) with large 
capacity assignments on each link The other extreme is a fully connected network 
(Figure 2 3) with smaller capacity assignments An optimal network configuration will 
most likely be o f the type shown in Figure 2 4, due to a trade-off between various cost 
and constraint elements
Specification o f where links are installed is o f course insufficient to describe a 
telecommunications network A parameter representing the amount o f  resources to be
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Figure 2.2 A minimum network
Figure 2 .4  Something in between
made available on each link of the network must be specified This will be the link 
capacity, or bandwidth
As well as node locations, parameters giving some measure o f  the intensity of 
communication to be established between pairs o f nodes must be specified for optimal 
network design For each pair o f nodes, these communication needs are frequently 
modelled as flow  requirements, or demands The demand between a pair o f nodes can 
be defined as the capacity to be installed between the node pair, either on a single path 
(possibly just a smgle link) or on several separate paths Demands between node pairs 
w ill o f  course have the same units as capacity (e g Mb/s)
Demands are determined with reference to predicted traffic between pairs o f nodes, and 
are assigned values so that a certain quality o f service is maintained This quality of 
service is realised by ensuring that blocking probability is kept to an acceptably low  
level Blocking may occur if there is insufficient available capacity to satisfy a demand 
at a pomt in time Traffic predictions can be made on the basis o f  existing patterns but 
social and technological factors must be accounted for in long term plannmg A  
detailed discussion on practical demand forecastmg is given m [26]
The network design will generally be subject to certain conditions, particularly 
reliability, performance and capacity constraints The requirement for conservation of 
flow s at nodes can also be considered as a constraint on the design This requirement is 
that capacity into a node should equal capacity out o f the node
The following section gives a more mathematical description of this type o f problem 
and discusses some cost function models
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2.2  P r o b l e m  Fo r m u l a t io n : R e v ie w  o f  M o d é l is a t io n s  in t h e  
L ite r a t u r e
In any design problem it is important to know what part o f the overall design process 
concerns us, i.e what information w ill be given and what is the required output9 In our 
optimisation problem formulation, we shall assume that we are given certain data Our 
output will be the optimal values o f specified variables, or at least better values than 
have been achieved before
An initial broad description is useful In an optimisation problem, w e assume that we  
are given
(1) Input data
(2) The solution definition - i e what is required7
(3) Conditions that a set o f output variable values must meet for the solution they 
represent to be considered valid
(4) A  method o f evaluating the cost o f a given solution, 1 e an objective function 
W e wish to minimise this cost
In the following sections, a network topological optimisation model is presented in 
accordance with the Cross Connect Networks (CCN) model o f [4] M ost o f the 
literature in optimal network topology design is consistent with this model, with 
individual researchers looking at specific problems Reviews by Minoux [30], Boorstyn 
& Frank [3] and Gerla & Kleinrock [9] discuss a range o f such specific problems In 
our formulation, reference is frequently made to these papers and other work in the 
area
2.2.1 Input Data
Let V = {1, , N} be a (given) set o f nodes and let L be the set o f all pairs o f nodes
I =  ( i , j ) Let Lb c  L be the set o f node pairs representing the possible  links which can 
be included m a network configuration Denote the graph Gh = ( v , L h) the base graph
The locations o f these nodes will have already been determined and w e can assume that 
w e are given a matrix o f inter-node distances, D  = ( d , ,) An element o f  the
distance matrix corresponds to the length o f a link between i and j , should one be 
installed W e can expect the cost o f installing such a link to be related to this distance
9
W e will also have a matrix o f inter-node demands, R = (rl l ) The demand, rt ,' * J ' tyj=1 ,N 'J
refers to the capacity, or bandwidth, to be installed between nodes i and j , either 
directly or via other nodes
W e assume the following, V i, j  e  V
dt J > 0 ,  if 1 * j  
= 0 ,  if  i = j
W e do not assume that matrices D  and R are symmetric, although matrix D  would 
normally be so Neither do we assume that matrix D  satisfies the triangle inequality1.
Som e work has been done in topological design where optimisation is performed with 
respect to performance measures [9] In [10] Gersht & Weihmayer place upper bounds 
on link utilisation W e can assume in our case, however, that such issues are already 
dealt with m the determination o f demand values
2.2.2 Representation o f Solutions
Our objective is to find a minimum cost network implementation W e define a solution 
as a topology, l e any link arrangement with capacity assignments In other words, 
between which node pairs do we install links, and what capacities should these links 
have7 W e define an adjacency matrix, A = (atJ) ^ and a capacity matrix,
C = (clJ) n to represent a solution The adjacency matrix describes the link
arrangement atJ equals 1 if  link (i , j )  is present and equals 0  otherwise
2.2.3 Constraints
It is necessary that the demands are satisfied by the allocation o f capacities in the 
network This requirement can be stated mathematically in terms o f a multicommodity 
flow  model [4] [30] Here, we use the closely connected CCN model o f [4] In [25], 
Lee et al justify using this type o f model on the basis that it has fewer constraints
For any node pair ( i , j )  e  L,  let Pt] be a set o f paths from i to j ,  where any path p  e  Pt J 
is a sequence o f nodes, i = i0 , z ,, , i „ = j  To satisfy our demands, w e require,
V ( ( , j ) e L ,
lA  matrix D  satisfies the triangle inequality if, for any i , j , k  e  V ,
r,; >  0 ,  i f  1 76 j 
=  0 ,  i f  1 =  J
(2 1)
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r« = X v (2 2)
where cp > 0 is the capacity of path p  To do this we need, for all links I =
defined in Section (2.2). If capacity is a continuous variable, taking any (positive) 
value, then Equation (2 3) can be written as an equality
The above are necessary constraints to ensure that demands are satisfied A  variety o f  
other constraints have been considered for problems o f this type and w e would like our 
formulation and solution methods to be sufficiently flexible to allow for easy constraint 
imposition Such constraints could include, but are not limited to, the following
• Reliability constraints, what happens if  one or more nodes or links fail7 
Connectivity tests can be imposed on a graph to ensure survival on the failure of 
any specified number o f nodes and links
• Performance constraints, as mentioned in Section 2 1, performance issues related 
to traffic intensity are not o f concern as they will have been dealt with at the 
demand forecasting stage A  constraint on the total number o f  links in a path could 
be imposed to reduce switching and propagation delays.
• Capacity constraints (upper bounds), Some researchers have placed upper bounds 
on link capacities in their models (e g [9] [10], Gersht & Weihmayer point out that 
these upper values can be set at large values for unconstrained allocation) It is felt 
that such constraints are not necessary in our model, there should be no constraint 
on conduit sizes in the transit network and an arbitrarily large number o f cables 
could be installed
It is best for us, however, to keep our formulation as general (and straightforward) as 
possible at first In [10] it is suggested that optimisation be firstly performed with 
simple constraints with minimum cost corrections bemg made to the final topology to 
satisfy other conditions W e w ill however add a constraint that the adjacency matrix, A, 
is symmetric, w e expect that the initial costs incurred in setting up a two-way link are 
not much greater than those incurred with a one-way link (i e cost o f diggmg, getting 
nght-of-way, e t c )
(2 3)
where Tt J is a set o f all paths using link (i j )  and C = (ct]) ^ is the capacity matrix
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2.2.4 Cost Function Models
W e need to be able to express the cost o f a given solution, 5 e  S , in terms o f matrices A 
and C (Section 2.2):
TOTALCOST(i) = F(A,  C ). (2.4)
The nature of this cost function will determine how difficult the optimisation problem is.
W e can express the cost o f installing a network in terms o f elemental costs. In a paper 
by Gersht & Weihmayer [10], link and node costs are included:
F( A, C) =  X  (node costs) + ^  (link costs) (2.5)
all nodes all links
neV l=(iJ)eLb
with djj= 1
Both node and link costs will be functions o f capacity switched or routed, so we re­
write 2.5 as:
F(A,C)= X  ¿(0 + X  /iM -« . (X6)
all nodes all links
n€V l=(iJ)eLb
It is often possible, however, to model all or part o f the cost o f nodes as link costs [21], 
This is because the capacity switched at a node is related to that on the links emanating 
from the node. Initial node costs do not concern us as all N  nodes will be present in all 
solutions under consideration.
For these reasons we assume that the cost o f a given solution can be expressed as a sum 
o f link costs and we have:
F( A, C) =  (2.7)
all M i , ; )
which is consistent with Minoux [30].
A  review o f the published work suggests that we consider four link cost functions as 
shown in Figure 2.5.
The link cost function o f Figure 2.5(a), where cost is a discontinuous function of 
capacity, most closely represents reality. This is because cables are usually available 
with discrete capacities only. The other three cost functions o f Figure 2.5 are 
approximations to this; a link cost function will always be a nondecreasing function of 
capacity, o f course. In [20], Kemer et al discuss real costs associated with the 
installation o f both metallic and optical fibre facilities on an interoffice network. We 
can expect to encounter similar cost types when dealing with the transmission network. 
In both cases a large cost is associated with channel construction and much o f the 
remainder consists o f cable costs (including placement) which will depend on capacity.
12
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(a) Discrete function (b) Concave function
fM ,) f M ,)
c,
(d) Linear with fixed cost ci(c) Concave with fixed cost
Figure 2.5 A typical link cost function (a) and some approximations (b), (c), (d)
They assume that construction cost is proportional to distance, while acknowledging 
that this is a gross assumption Digging up streets will be more expensive in urban than 
rural areas and also will depend on the terrain All we need for our model is a total 
construction cost for a particular link, so we do not need to make that assumption 
Cable costs will depend on distance, but again, as distance is constant for a particular 
link, this is not so important Link cost will depend on capacity, however, as capacity 
determines the number, size and type o f cables required
Som e researchers have developed heuristic methods for topological optimisation where 
the link cost is a staircase function of capacity o f the type shown in Figure 2 5(a)
[8] [21] More frequently, however, the approach o f Gerla & Kleinrock [9] is taken 
where, "for computational efficiency, it is often convenient to approximate discrete 
costs with continuous costs during the initial optimisation phase, and to discretise the 
continuous values during a refinement phase" This is acceptable if  the link flows are 
sufficiently large, i e if the expected 'error' in discretisation is small A  justification for 
using the contmuous approximation, from the point of view  o f computational efficiency, 
is given in Section 3 2
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If an approximate continuous cost function is to be considered, its shape should closely 
represent reality In [35], Yaged suggests using a concave function (Figure 2 5(b)), 
which he justifies by referring to the economies o f  scale2 phenomenon This cost 
function is also considered as the continuous approximation in [28] and [37] and is one 
o f those considered in [9] and [30] The relationship o f Figure 2 5(c) is also discussed 
by Yaged and is more realistic than (b)
Another approximation is shown in Figure 2 5(d) Here each link cost consists o f an 
initial cost o f opemng the link and a part that is linearly proportional to the capacity to 
be installed (the fixed charge problem), This type o f cost function is widely used
[9] [10][30] and is justified by the large start-up cost associated with link installation 
This cost model is used in solving network design problems in areas other than 
telecommunications, particularly in road network design, and a nch literature exists
[2][16] [23] [33]
It is worth noting that the functions shown in Figure 2 5(b) and (d) are special cases of 
that in (c).
2.3  R e v ie w  o f  s o lu tio n  a p p r o a c h e s  in t h e  l it e r a tu r e
Before looking directly at solution approaches, the structure o f the solution set is 
worthy o f consideration It will be seen in later chapters that the number o f local 
optima and their proximity (in terms o f cost) to the global optimum influences the 
relative effectiveness o f our algorithms
2.3.1 Solution set size and structure
W e have defmed a solution in terms o f matrices A and C W e define & feasible solution 
as a pair (A, C) that satisfies all constraints The solution space, S, will be the set o f all 
possible feasible solutions. A is a matrix o f discrete variables and C is in general a 
matrix o f  continuous variables, so the solution space is continuous In many situations, 
however, the solution space can be viewed as discrete if  optimal capacity assignment 
always results in only one path being used for each node pair
Even with these reduced problems, the solution set is very large A can range from the 
representation o f N - l  two-way links to that o f the fully connected base graph, Gh,
with up to N ( N - l ) / 2  two-way links Figures 2 2 and 2 3 show these two extremes
2Well-known economic concept of decreasing marginal cost with increasing size
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for a mne-node example The number o f possible link arrangements is very large for 
any appreciable N  (o f order 2N2) In the following chapter, our discussion on choice of 
cost function model is influenced by the nature o f the solution space implied by each 
model Figure 2 6 shows how the solution space size increases with N
Figure 2 .6  Increase in number o f solutions with number o f  nodes
As most methods in the literature do not claim to find the global optimum, but rather a 
'good' local optimum, we would like to know how good we can expect local optima to 
be In A  D  Pearman's 1979 paper [33], the structure o f the solution set to a number of 
combinatorial problems is considered, with particular emphasis on the road network 
optimisation problem (RNOP) which is similar to our current problem The frequency 
distributions o f objective function values are determined for small problems and it is 
found that the distribution for the RNOP is especially positively skewed - l e  it 
possesses a large number o f good sub-optimal solutions The frequency distribution, of 
course, says nothing about solution technique and the existence o f many good solutions 
does not mean that all techniques will be capable o f finding one It is likely that this 
property would also hold for larger networks but it is not clear what would happen if 
the set o f  feasible solutions was reduced in size by the imposition o f reliability or 
performance constraints
2.3.2 Previous Solution approaches
The fixed charge problem is among those considered by Minoux in his 1989 survey 
paper [30]. He firsdy refers to a branch and bound method which provides an exact 
solution for small networks (N < 10 or 15), but is not practical for larger networks as 
implicit enumeration o f all feasible solutions is required A more interesting greedy 
approach, a local optimum finder that has shown promismg results, is presented and 
applied to concave and fixed charge models This involves selecting a solution (perhaps 
a network with all possible links in place) and removmg links one by one until no 
further removal causes a decrease in cost The link to be removed at a particular 
iteration is that which will bring about the greatest cost reduction when removed A
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much more efficient accelerated greedy algorithm, which works on the same basis, is 
also given The implementation of these algorithms is discussed further in Chapters 4 
and 5 and experimental results are given in Chapter 6
In a 1990 paper [10], Gersht & Weihmayer look at a similar problem, although they are 
also concerned with other issues in their optimisation A  greedy-type algorithm, with 
link removal only, is also considered here Use o f this type o f algorithm is justified on 
the basis o f computational experience, consistent with that o f Pearman (above), that 'in 
many network design cases, global minima are relatively flat, and all local mimma lead 
to about the same design cost' They also remark that a greedy algorithm o f this type 
has the advantage o f easy adaptability to specific model requirements They suggest 
some methods o f accelerating the algorithm and note the benefit o f  good use at a 
particular iteration o f information obtained dunng previous iterations These 
acceleration approaches are further discussed in the next section
Tw o papers from the 1970s, one by Boorstyn & Frank [3] and another by Gerla & 
Kleinrock [9], consider a problem of our type as part o f a broader network design 
study, where other issues, such as node selection and location in the former and 
questions o f delay (m packet networks) in the latter, are dealt with. The branch 
exchange approach o f Boorstyn & Frank is also a greedy-type algorithm Although in 
the area o f transportation, a 1973 paper by Billheimer & Gray [2] is also o f  interest as it 
is concerned with our fixed charge problem Again, a greedy approach is taken where 
both the deletion o f uneconomic links and the insertion o f economic links are 
considered The algorithm is aided by the insertion o f upper and lower bounds on the 
fixed and variable portions o f the global optimum and catena are determined for 
nominating links as strongly acceptable or unacceptable
Although a different (discrete) cost function is used, the approach o f Kershenbaum et al 
in their 1991 paper [21] is noteworthy The general approach is to see what 
characteristics a good design could be expected to have (e g requirements will follow  
fairly direct rather than circuitous paths and paths will have a small number o f links) 
An attempt is made to incorporate these desirable features to the greatest extent 
possible, and a heuristic method is proposed The idea is that a tree3 is selected and 
traffic is sent over a direct route if the requirement is sufficiently large and towards the 
centre o f  the tree otherwise This approach is somewhat inexact and is considered good  
for achievmg fast results o f indifferent quality, perhaps to be used as starting solutions 
for another heuristic
3A tree is a connected graph (or network) without cycles and contains N-l  links
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2.3.3 New techniques
It is noteworthy that, with the possible exception one very approximate approach, all 
established methods considered for a vanety o f network topological design problems 
are effectively greedy algorithms
One o f  the principal aims o f this work is to investigate new methods for this type of 
problem A  number o f very interesting methods have appeared relatively recently in the 
area o f combinatorial optimisation These methods have been successful in the 
solution o f a wide vanety o f very difficult problems, some quite similar in complexity to 
typical network design problems A bnef introduction to combinatonal optimisation is 
given m the next section
j
Three o f these general methods are simulated annealing, tabu search and genetic 
algorithms Evidence o f the success o f these methods in areas as diverse as the design 
o f  integrated circuits, vanous scheduling problems, graph colounng and character 
recognition can be found in many papers (e g [22], [17], [34])
2.4  C o m b in a t o r ia l  O p tim is a t io n
Many practical problems in a wide vanety o f areas concern themselves with the choice
o f  a best configuration or set o f parameters to achieve some goal Optimisation is
devoted to solving such problems The general optimisation problem  can be stated as 
follow s [32]. Find x  to
minimise f ( x )
subject to g , ( x ) > 0 ,  { =  1, ,m
hj(x) = 0,  j  = 1, , p
where / ,  g ,, and h] are general functions o f the parameter x  e  R" The widely known 
linear programming problem  is the special case when /  and all the gt and h} are linear 
functions
Optimisation problems may have either continuous or discrete vanables in x 
Combinatorial Optimisation is the study of optimisation on a set o f discrete vanables, 
generally involving a search from a finite, often very large, set On the other hand, 
continuous optimisation is generally concerned with finding a set o f real numbers 
Methods for solving continuous and combinatonal problems tend to be quite different
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Som e problems that do not appear discrete at first glance can be considered as 
combinatorial if  solving them can be reduced to the selection o f  a solution from a finite 
set A  notable example is linear programming Although variables are defined as 
continuous, the problem can be reduced as in the simplex method to the selection from 
a finite set W e will see in Chapter 3 that our network design problem can be similarly 
reduced to a combinatorial problem
Combinatorial problems are usually very difficult to solve because o f the combinatorial 
explosion, the tendency for problems to increase factonally in size with the number of 
variables Well-studied "benchmark" combinatorial problems mclude the travelling 
salesman problem, graph partitioning, graph colourmg, bin packing, and a vanety of 
routing and schedulmg problems
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Chapter 3. Complexity Issues: 
Reformulation as a Combinatorial 
Optimisation Problem
In Chapter 2, a number of variants on the long term topological design problem from 
the literature were discussed These modelisations differ in the cost function model 
employed W e are concerned with the following four link cost functions (shown  
graphically in Chapter 2)
Case(a): Discrete function
The cost o f having capacity c, on link I is o f the form
0, if c, =  0,
where k, > 0  and k, > k, , Vili *¿+1 li
kl{, if 0 < c , < c h, (3 1)
k, , if c, <c,  <c,l27 I l2>
Case(b): Concave function
Here, the cost o f having capacity cl on link I is given by a concave (nondecreasing) 
function, / , (b)(c/ ) with / / b)(0) = 0
Case(c): Concave function with fix ed  part
r ( c ,) - {  +  ■f c ' > 0 ' (3 2)
[ 0, otherwise,
where / / b)(c;) is the concave nondecreasing function o f (b) with / / b)(o) = 0
Case(d): Linear with fix ed  cost case (the fix ed  charge problem )
Here, the cost o f having capacity cl on link I is
rAU \ {kiC.+K, ,  if c, > 0 ,
o ^ s e  ( 3 3 )
In this chapter, w e look at the various link cost functions under consideration and, for 
each one, we investigate the complexity o f the overall optimisation problem We find, 
as expected, that the problem is most difficult when the cost function m ost closely
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represents reality W e would like to work with a cost function that is realistic and a 
problem that w e can make a reasonable attempt to solve
A  natural and convenient decomposition o f the problem under consideration is 
presented in Section 3 1 and the subproblems identified are looked at separately for 
each cost function in Sections 3.2 - 3 4  Conclusions are drawn in Section 3 5 on the 
adoption o f  a suitable model for our work.
3.1 D e c o m p o s it io n  o f  t h e  P r o b lem
W e can assess the relative difficulty o f alternative cost functions by looking at what is 
involved in the optimisation problem if they hold Generally w e are faced with two 
problems-
(i) What is the link configuration that produces an optimal solution7 
(u) What is the optimal routing, i e , given a link configuration how should capacities 
be installed to satisfy the demands7 
It was noted at the end o f Chapter 2 that the solution space, S, can be viewed as 
discrete if w e can have optimal capacity assignment with only one path being used for 
each node pair Thus we may have a third consideration 
(in) W ill the optimal routing involve splitting o f flow 7
Finding the answer to question (i) is computationally difficult and there are a large 
number o f possible configurations for any problem o f reasonable size Answering 
question (i) requires the answer to question (n), as assessmg how good a configuration 
is requires finding the total cost, which depends on the capacity assignments. The level
o f difficulty o f (i) thus depends on how difficult it is to find an optimal routing, which in
turn requires an answer to question (m) - does splitting occur7 W e now look at these 
issues m reverse order
3.2  T he  Q u e s t io n  o f  S p litt in g
3.2.1 Discrete link cost function





(1) W e want to route /u n its  o f flow between s and t (Figure 3 1) Let flow  a f  be 
routed on the path s-x-t and ( l - a ) /  on the path s-t ( a  e  [0,1])
(u) Links (s,jc), (x, t )  and (s, t)  already have some demands routed on them Each has 
capacity c0 due to other flow requirements and can take f  ¡2  units without cost
mcrease (Figure 3 2) Any further increase would involve a jump in cost
Figure 3.2 Link cost function fo r  links (5, jc), (x, t )  and  (5, t)
Then the cost attributable to the combined links o f the two paths will have a minimum 
at a  —Vi Splitting o f flow  is thus necessary for opUmal routing in this example W e 
conclude that optimal routing may require flow  splitting in this case
3.2.2 Concave link cost function
In this case, the cost o f having capacity cl on link I is given by a concave 
(nondecreasing) function, / / b)(c() with / , (b)(0) = 0
W e wish to show that the required flow  between any pair o f nodes follow s one and only 
one path for optimal routing Given required flow, f  between nodes s and t, and two  
alternative paths, p { and p 2, route a f  via path p x and ( l - a ) /  via p 2 (Figure 3 3)
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C ib)( a )  =  ^ J f lw { a f + ^ l ) +  £ / / b)( ( l - « )/+ < !> /) , a e [0 ,l]
/ep, lep2
= ft(a )  + & (“ ) 
where <$, is the capacity on link I due to other flow  requirements
(3 4)
To show that no splitting occurs, we must show that C(b)(a )  always has its minimum
on the range [0,1] at one o f the extremities, l e  a t a  = 0 o r a  = l Thus it is sufficient
//
to prove that its second derivative, C(b)( a ) ,  is always negative on [0,1], i e that there 
are no local minima
The first part, ^ ( a ) ,  is a sum of positive concave functions, which is itself concave A  
nondecreasing concave function o f a  increases with a ,  but the rate o f increase falls 
with a  (Figure 3 4)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4 A nondecreasing concave function and its first two derivatives
The second part, g2(a ) ’ 1S a reflection o f & (a )  in the line a  =Vi (Figure 3 5). This 
function decreases with a ,  and the rate o f decrease also falls with a
g »
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.5 A nonincreasing concave function and its f irs t two derivatives
It is clear from the above that
C(b)( a ) < 0  V a e [ 0 , l ] ,  
as ^ ( a )  and g2(a)  are both negative on [0,1]
(3 5)
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We conclude therefore that optimal routing does not require splitting for this case
3.2.3 Concave with fixed cost case
Here, the cost o f having capacity c, on link / is
;e




Again, routing a f  o f  f lo w /v ia  path Pj and ( l - a ) /  via p2 (Figure 3 3), w e have
W e have shown that C(b)(a )  has its minimum on the range [0,1] at a  =  0 or a  = 1 We 
can see from (3 8) above that the same applies for C(c)(a )  and w e can again conclude
that optimal routmg is possible without splitting o f flow
3.2.4 Linear with fixed cost case
This is a special case o f a concave function with fixed costs (Case (c) above), so  
optimal routmg w ill not require splitting
3.3  F in d in g  a n  O p t im a l  R o u tin g
In our problem decomposition, subproblem (u) was identified as given a link 
configuration, how should capacities be installed to satisfy the demands at minimum 
cost9 With our decomposition, this subproblem is viewed separately from the broader 
problem of finding the optimal link arrangement It could be considered as a subroutine 
to be called for each link arrangement encountered by a solution algorithm
Where the link cost functions include a fixed initial charge (Cases (a), (c), (d)), we can 
say that the fixed cost has already been incurred if the link is present, and can thus be
Qc)(a ) = X / / (c) ( « /  + * /)  + X / i(c)((1-a)/+<i>;) , a e [0 , l ]
= C(b)(a )  + X * /  ( a * 0 )  + 2 * /  (o c * l)
(3 8)
= C(b)(a )  +  const
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ignored in the context o f the routing problem Thus, given a link configuration, the 
routing problem is identical for cost functions (b) and (c)
For each demand, w e will generally have a choice o f paths on which to allocate 
capacity W e showed in the previous section that one path is sufficient for optimal 
routing in cases (b), (c), (d) This path will be the 'shortest' path between the pair of 
nodes, where the 'length' o f a link is the incremental cost o f adding capacity onto that 
link
Case (a)
When link cost functions are discrete, optimal routing is very difficult as the link 'length' 
is not very well behaved Unlike the other cost functions w e consider, opttmal routing 
with a discrete cost function requires flow splitting The incremental cost o f adding 
capacity w ill be zero most o f the Ume, but will have sudden 'jumps'
Case(d)
When dealing with linear link cost functions (with or without fixed part), this 
incremental cost will remain the same throughout for a particular link Thus we can 
assign a constant length to each link1
The optimal path between a pair o f nodes can be found by implementing a well- 
established shortest-path algorithm like that o f Dijkstra (see Appendix 1 or any standard 
textbook on Graph Theory, e g [5] [32]) When considering the allocation o f capacities 
for a matnx o f demands, it is inefficient to apply a single-pair shortest path algorithm 
separately for each pair It is best to use an all-shortest-paths algorithm, the most 
widely used bemg the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [5] [32] (Appendix 1) W e will discuss 
these algorithms in more detail and introduce some efficiencies in their application to 
our problem in later chapters For the moment it is sufficient to state that the Floyd- 
Warshall algorithm is deterministic and can find the opUmal routing in polynomial time, 
proportional to N 3, wntten o (n 3), where N  is the number o f nodes Dijkstra's 
algorithm for a single shortest-path calculation takes 0 ( n 2) Ume
Cases (b) and(c)
Here, link 'length' will vary with capacity and the subproblem o f finding an optimal 
routing is a difficult optimisation problem in its own right This subproblem has been
*It is noteworthy that these link lengths will correspond to the physical link lengths if there is a linear 
relationship between link cost and inter-node distance for a particular capacity This will often be the 
case and is the reason we receive link lengths as input for our problem
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shown to be /VP-hard2 [16] A  reasonably fast method for finding a local optimum was 
given by Yaged [35] in 1971 In [30], Mrnoux shows that the quality o f the local 
optimum produced by this method is highly dependent on the starting solution chosen
3 .4  F in d in g  a n  O p t im a l  L in k  A r r a n g e m e n t ; A  C o m b in a t o r ia l  
O p t im is a t io n  P r o b le m
The fact that link arrangements are discrete with a finite number o f possibilities means 
that the subproblem o f finding an optimal link arrangement is a combinatorial 
optimisation problem If it is possible to solve the routing subproblem in a 
straightforward manner, then the overall problem can be considered as a combinatorial 
problem When solving this combinatorial problem, a tractable subproblem would be 
presented for each potential solution considered
3.4.1 Complexity
The intrinsic difficulty in solving the routing problem for a discrete cost function makes 
the link arrangement problem extremely difficult in that case For link cost function (b), 
where fixed charges are not incurred, the optimal link arrangement problem is the 
optimal routing problem For the more realistic cost functions where a fixed charge is 
incurred, optimal link arrangement is time-consuming with the determination o f an 
optimal routmg required for each arrangement considered
In [30] Mmoux shows that the Optimum Network Problem, shown to be /VP-hard by 
Johnson, Lenstra & Rinnoy-Kan [18], is a special case o f our optimisation problem 
where the link cost function is linear with fixed costs This proves that the more 
general fixed charge problem (d) is iVP-hard As the routing subproblem is solvable in 
polynomial time, the link arrangement problem must be ¿VP-hard for this case, the link 
arrangement problem for case (c) will likewise be NP-hard as it is, again, more general 
Proof o f /VP-hardness is useful as it justifies the development o f  approximation 
algorithms and time in not wasted in the search for an exact solution
3.5  C o n c l u s io n
The analysis in this chapter has shown that adopting a continuous approximation to the 
discrete link cost function makes the problem much more manageable.
2If a problem is NP-hard, it belongs to an important class of very difficult problems for which no 
polynomial solution has been found A full discussion on NP-hardness theory is given in [7]
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O f the continuous functions, it is considered that those not involving a fixed link cost 
(1 e (b)) are unrealistic Where real cost functions are considered in [20] by Kemer et 
al, fixed costs are large by companson with capacity-dependent costs for the installation 
of both metallic and optical fibre cables
As the effective solution set is much smaller for problems with cost function (d) than 
(c), due to the straightforward routing problem, the prospect o f working with this type 
o f problem is more pleasant Also, it is felt that a concave (with fixed cost) 
approximation to the discrete cost function will be very nearly linear with only small 
economies o f scale Thus we opt to concentrate on case (d), the fixed charge problem 
The effective solution space, mentioned above, will be the set o f possible link 
arrangements (size o f order 2N2) as the optimal routing problem has an exact solution
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Chapter 4. Solution Methods
At the end o f Chapter 3 we accepted the fixed charge problem as an appropriate model 
for our optimisation problem In this chapter we consider a variety o f solution 
approaches, with particular emphasis on general rather than specific algorithms In 
Chapter 2 w e established necessary constraints only, but noted that others could be 
required for some problem instances The solution methods considered are easily 
adaptable to such specific requirements
In Section 4  1, w e investigate the use o f greedy algorithms for our problem, with 
particular emphasis on Mmoux's accelerated greedy algorithm Section 4 2 introduces 
local search as a class o f approximation techniques Particular modem local search 
methods are investigated in the remaining sections, we will see that these methods have 
the appealing property that the algorithms do not become 'trapped' in local optima
4.1 G r e e d y  A l g o r it h m s
Although our main interest is in the use o f modem search methods for our problem, 
greedy algorithms merit further consideration for two reasons Firstly, as this type of 
algorithm has been most widely used in the past, it is a good benchmark by which new  
methods can be evaluated Secondly, it may be advantageous to incorporate a number 
o f greedy iterations in an implementation of a broader search algorithm, this will 
becom e clearer when such algorithms are discussed in later sections
4.1.1 Standard Greedy Algorithm
In order to give a formal statement o f Mmoux's greedy algorithm, discussed in Chapter 
2, in our terminology, w e define g(sik\ l )  as the minimum extra cost o f re-routing all
the flow  which was running on link I on a single alternate path in the network given by 
solution s e  S  If no alternate path is available (if removmg link I would cause non­
connectedness), g(s(k\ l )  will be assigned a value o f +°° W e defined /¿(c ,) for the
cost function currently in question in Equation(3 3). The formal statement is as 
follows:
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A lg o rith m  4.1: G reedy  A lgorithm  - M inoux
(a) Select a starting solution, s(0) = (A(0), C(0)) Let k<-0
(b) At step k, let s (k) be the current solution
(1) V I = (t, j )  e L such that i < j  and a, = 1, compute1
6 / O h  Me, )  <4 1 >
(u) Determine I' such that
A* (/') = Min{ A* (/)} (4 2)leL
Kj
(c) If A* (/') > 0, stop Otherwise, let A* be the set of links forming the path between the
endpoints of /', obtained at (b)
(i) V/ e L, let atM <- a k
a,k+' <- 0
(u) VI e L, let c,M  <- ctk
c,k+[ t - c f + c , *
(in) Set k <- k +1 
Return to (b)
With the fixed charge cost function the cost, g(s^k\ l ) ,  can be calculated simply as the 
length o f the shortest alternative path multiplied by the capacity, ct, being re-routed
This greedy method has a significant drawback for our problem and modification is 
needed W e wish to express a solution in terms o f its link arrangement with only
optimal capacity assignment possible for a particular arrangement The above
algorithm may, however, provide solutions where capacity matrix, C, does not 
represent an optimal routing, given a link arrangement, A This is best illustrated by an
example Consider the network of 
Figure 4 1 and assume that initially
routing is optimal If link (2,4) is then
removed, the best alternative path 
between its endpoints will be 2-3-4  
Requirement (1,4) will have initially 
been routed 1-2-4 (shortest path) and 
will now be routed 1-2-3-4 This is 
sub-optimal, however, as the path 
1-5-4 is shorter
!We have constrained the adjacency matrix, A, to be symmetric so removal of link ( i j )  implies removal 
of (j,i) as well
Figure 4.1 Node index numbers are in 
parentheses Link lengths are shown 
beside links
i f / * r ,  (4 3)
if /= / '
if I £ A*, (4 4)
if I e A*
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In order to maintain optimal routing, we need to look at all components making up the 
flow  on a link when considering its removal All demands that are routed on the link 
must be re-routed on the best available path not containing that link Define h(s{k\ l )  as
the extra cost mvolved when all requirements using link l = ( i , j )  are re-routed 
optimally in the network given by solution s (k] \ {(z,./)} If removal o f link / causes 
non-connectedness, or if link I is not present, we have h(sw ,l) =  +°° Thus we can
state our adaptation o f Minoux's greedy algorithm
A lg o r i t h m  4.2 G r e e d y  A lg o r i th m  (ad ap ted )
As Algorithm 4 1 except
Replace equaUon (4 1) in step(b)(i) with
Ak(l) = h(s{k\ l ) - f l (cl ) (45>
Replace step (c)(u) with the following
Update capacity matrix, C, so that routing in the new network is optimal
M moux cites experimental evidence that solutions produced by his algorithm are almost 
always close to the global optimum (found by an exact method) W e have no reason to 
fear that our adapted algorithm will not perform as well, the fact that routing is optimal 
at every iteration suggests that better performance may result Som e comparisons have 
been done and are described in Chapter 6
4.1.2 Accelerated Greedy Algorithm
A  major drawback o f the greedy algorithm (especially with our adaptation) is that it is 
very slow  Mmoux shows that his algorithm has a worst-case complexity o f  0 ( n 6) 
where the starting solution is a fully connected network. Our algorithm will be even 
slower with worst-case complexity o f o (n 7), this is due to the need to do extra 
shortest-path calculations at each iteration Recall Section 3.3, when it was stated that 
a standard smgle shortest-path algorithm takes o (n 2) time and an all-shortest-path 
algorithm takes o ( n 3) time. This means that the solution o f  even medium-sized 
problems w ill be impractical with the greedy algorithm in its present form
Mmoux presents an accelerated greedy algorithm  to solve the problem more efficiently  
This algorithm will produce the same solution as the normal greedy algorithm if a 
condition o f monotonicity holds, i e if, V I e  L ,
Ak+1( 0 > A * ( 0 ,  (4 6)
where A = +°° when the link has been deleted The number o f A computations can be 
greatly reduced when this condition holds In the first iteration, all A values are
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calculated as before and the link corresponding to the smallest value (1 e , largest 
reduction) is removed The link with the second smallest A value has it recomputed, if 
it is unchanged, or at least still smaller than the third smallest value, then it is removed 
as, by the monotonicity property, no other link can have a smaller A value If it is 
changed and its A value is no longer the second smallest, w e proceed to the link with 
the next smallest A After this (second) link is removed, the process is repeated until no 
further improvement is possible With sizeable problems most A values will remain 
unchanged at each iteration and the number o f computations is greatly reduced A  
formal statement o f this algorithm (with optimal routing at each iteration) follow s
A lgo rith m  4 .3  A ccelerated  greedy  algorithm
(a) Select a starting solution, s{0) = (A(0), C(0)) Let k<—0 
V I = ( i , j )  e  L such that i < j  and a, = 1, compute
A(/) = fc(i(0),/)-/,(c ,), (4 7)
where h(sw ,l) and f , (c t ) are as defined earlier
(b) At the current step k, let i (i) be the current solution
(i) Determine I' such that
A(Z') = Min {A(/)}, (4 8)
leL Kj a,*0
(u) Recompute A(l')
If A(/') has been changed and
A (/')*M in{A (/)}, (4 9)
Ie Z.
'</
then return to (b)(i)
(c) If A(Z')S0, st o p  
Otherwise
(i) Let a,k+l <- a,k if I *  /',
a,M  <-0 if I = V
(n) Update capacity matrix, C, using shortest-paths algorithm
(111) Set k < - k  + 1
Return to (b)
The reduction in complexity brought about by this acceleration is proportional to N 2 
(Mmoux) so, in the worst case, the algorithm will take 0 ( n 5) time In tests, however, 
the complexity is found to be somewhat less than this, even when a fully connected 
network is chosen as the starting solution
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M inoux shows that the A*(/) values o f his greedy algorithm obey the monotomcity 
assumption and therefore the accelerated greedy algorithm always produces the same 
solution With our somewhat different re-routing strategy, this assumption does not  
hold Computational experiments (Chapter 6) show that, although the same result is 
found for many problem instances, some produce different results The results do not 
differ by very much, however, and sometimes the accelerated greedy produces a better 
solution than the standard greedy' Due to the much reduced complexity, Minoux [29] 
points out that 'for large problems, anyway, it is likely that only the accelerated greedy 
algorithm will be practicable'
4.1.3 An Example
W e will illustrate the implementation of the accelerated greedy algorithm for a very 
small example network Note that for clanty a symmetric example is chosen and all 
links may thus be considered bi-directional with all actions applicable in both directions
E x a m pl e  4.1
Given:
Input:
A ccelerated  greedy  algorithm
(a) Distances (b) Demands
Figure 4.2 Input fo r  our example
(4 10)
Link Cost Function:
The standard form is
f f a )  = K, + k,ct if  c, > 0,
= 0 otherwise
In this example, we will take both Kl and kt as directly proportional to distance with 
constants o f proportionality o f 10 and 1 respectively Therefore, w e have 






W e choose a feasible solution, s (0) to start, e g , a fully connected network Thus an 
optimal routing will mvolve direct routing o f each demand over a smgle link in this case 
and the startmg solution will have the capacity 
allocations shown in Figure 4 3 (corresponding 
to the original demands) W e have
Total Cost = l i f e )  = 91» .
all links
Iteration 0:
B y (4 7), w e have
A(l,2) = 80-180 = -100 
A(l,3) = 120-128 = -8  
A(l,4) = 95-150 = -55
Figure 4.3 Solution s
A(2,3) = 100-120 = -20 
A(2,4) = 114-176 = -62 
A(3,4) = 90-165 = -75
(o)
Minimum A value is for removal o f link 
/' = (1,2) Therefore, remove (1,2) As 
demand (1,2) only was usmg link (1,2), re­
route on 1-3-2 and w e have the capacity 
allocations o f Figure 4 4, with a total cost of 
819.
Iteration 1:
As (1,2) is removed the next smallest A value is for /'= (3 ,4 ) W e recompute 
A (3 ,4) = 90 - 1 6 5  = - 7 5 ,  
and note that it is unchanged. Thus we 
choose to remove (3,4) As demand (3,4) 
only was usmg link (3,4), re-route on 3-1-4  
and we have the capacity allocation of Figure 
4 5, with a total cost o f 744
Iteration 2:
As (1,2) and (3,4) are removed the next smallest A value is for /'= (2 ,4 ) We 
recompute
A (2 ,4 ) =  - 2 0 ,
and note that it has changed and is no longer the minimum A value The new minimum 
is f o r / '=  (1,4). Again, we recompute
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A (l,4 ) = —10
As this has also changed and is no longer the minimum, we go back to our A values 
and select the new minimum This turns out to 
be for /'= (2 ,4 ) Recomputing A (2 ,4 ) of
course shows no change so w e choose to 
remove this link In the current solution, s (2), 
link (2,4) is part o f one path only, 2-4, so 
demand (2,4) is re-routed on 2-3-1-4 and we  
have the capacity allocation o f Figure 4 7, with 
a total cost o f 724
Iteration 3:
Although the three remaining links have 
recorded negative A values, these will become 
positive (+°° actually) when recomputed, so 
our current solution, s (3) is locally optimal
Note that this is not the global optimum, if link 
(1,4) is removed and link (3,4) inserted 
simultaneously, a solution with a cost o f 702  
could be obtained (Figure 4 7)
4.1 .4  ’Pure' G reedy algorithm
When link removal only is considered, choice o f starting solution is critical as links not 
in this solution cannot form part o f the local optimum found by any o f the above 
algorithms The logical choice o f starting solution, therefore, is a fully connected 
network A greedy algorithm where both link insertion and removal are considered at 
each iteration can be expected to be more robust as links not present in a starting 
solution can be added With link insertion, however, the monotonicity assumption is 
grossly violated and acceleration is not possible The results o f an implementation of  
the standard greedy algorithm with link insertion as well as removal are given in 
Chapter 6 This algorithm is too slow , however, to m ent senous consideration except 
in cases where only a few  iterations are required W e expect that solutions produced by 
search methods (e g simulated annealing) w ill be better than those o f greedy algorithms 
with a fully connected or randomly chosen starting solution H owever, a 'good' 
solution, produced by one o f these methods may be subject to slight improvement by
Figure 4.6  Locally optimal 
solution s (3)
Figure 4.7  Globally optimal 
solution (not obtained by the 
accelerated greedy algorithm)
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implementing a greedy algorithm using this result as a starting solution, in this case just 
a few  iterations will be required and a better solution could be obtained by considering 
link insertion as well as removal
There are endless possibilities for the development o f more elaborate greedy algorithms 
but a balance must always be struck between solution quality and time-complexity 
Frequently, the better solutions are provided by slower algorithms
4.2  Lo c a l  S ea r c h  M e th o d o lo g y
In this work, our primary mterest is in the investigation o f the use o f recently developed  
methods in the solution o f a particular optimisation problem. These methods, discussed 
in more detail in later sections, can be classified as local search approaches and thus a 
general introduction to local search methodology and related issues is useful
Local search (also called neighbourhood search) is a general approach to solving 
optimisation problems where there is a finite, but large, set o f feasible solutions This 
approach is particularly suited to difficult combinatorial optimisation problems Many 
methods for solving continuous problems, however, like the simplex method for linear 
programming, can be said to have the same underlying principle The idea is that a 
neighbourhood is defined for any given solution as a set o f solutions that are, in some 
sense, 'close' to the current one A  new solution is selected from this set, the manner of 
selection is o f  course critical and describes a local search method The selection and 
adoption o f a new solution is termed a move Local search methods are described in 
[17] as metaheuristics in that heuristics o f particular problem types are 'fitted' to a 
general model This general applicability together with its foundation on the intuitive 
idea o f perturbation make local search very appealing. The benefits o f the ready 
adaptability o f greedy algorithms were mentioned in Section 4 1, our greedy algorithms 
are local search methods
Formally, the local search approach can be stated as follows (a schematic representation 
is given in Figure 4 8)
A lg o rith m  4 .4 G eneral  L o cal Search  m ethod
(a) For a general solution, s e  S, define a neighbourhood, N(s)  c  S 
Select a starung solution, s{0) e S  Let k <- 0
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(b) Let s (k) be the current solution
Check if there exists an element of A'(s(<:)) that is, 
in some sense, 'better' than If no such element 
exists, st o p
Otherwise Let s(i+1) be the 1)681' choice from 
N(s(k)), let k <r- k + 1, and return to (b)
Figure 4.8 Schematic
representation of  local search, 
the neighbourhood of  a point 
(solution) is the circle about it
With traditional local search approaches, only improving moves are accepted and a 
local optimum is reached when no further improving move can be found Modern 
approaches such as the methods o f simulated annealing, tabu search and genetic 
algorithms differ in that they allow non-improvmg moves under certain conditions in 
order that better solutions can be found
Local search is described and general issues explored by Papadimitnou & Steiglitz in 
their 1982 book [32] and also in a paper by Ulnch Dom dorf [6] Issues o f complexity 
are examined in papers by Johnson et al [19] and Yannakakis [36] and a class, PLS 
(Polynomial-time Local Search), is defined to characterise local search complexity The 
issues o f significance when implementing a local search approach are identified m [6] 
as
« how to choose an initial solution,
• how to define neighbourhoods, and
• how to select a neighbour o f a given solution
Choice o f an initial solution will depend o f course on the local search method, for
greedy-type algorithms this choice is critical, but where non-improvmg m oves are 
allowed the choice o f initial solution may not be so important In the former case it may 
be possible to make a judicious choice (fully connected network for the accelerated 
greedy algorithm, for example), alternatively, many runs with random startmg solutions 
may be necessary
In the definition o f neighbourhoods, a clear trade-off exists between quality o f local 
optima obtained and algorithm complexity Larger neighbourhoods would mean that a 
better result is found, but at the expense o f increased complexity, as searchmg the 
neighbourhood would become more time-consuming In [32], it is noted that the 
choice o f neighbourhood structure is usually guided by intuition and experience as very 
little theory is available For our problem, the neighbourhood o f a solution is defined as 
the set o f solutions differing in link arrangement from the current one by one link Thus 
a m ove consists o f a link insertion or removal It is desirable that a neighbourhood
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structure possesses the connectivity property [6] so that any solution can be reached 
from any other in a finite sequence o f moves The asymmetric2 neighbourhood 
structure o f our accelerated greedy algorithm (link removal only allowed) means that 
the connectivity property does not hold, causmg the solution quality to be highly 
dependent on starting solution choice The neighbourhood structure could, o f course, 
be made more complex and intelligent, whereby features common to good (or bad) 
solutions could be identified and then fixed, resulting in reduced neighbourhood size 
[32] It may also be found that a solution algorithm is fooled by adoptmg 'tempting' 
solutions on the basis o f short term gam, these solutions could also be identified and 
removed from the neighbourhood set
The selection o f a neighbour to replace the current solution is the third issue identified 
above Examination of the entire neighbourhood in order to select the best solution 
constitutes a greedy approach but this may be very time-consuming (especially if 
evaluating the cost o f a given solution is time-consuming, as is the case with our 
problem formulation) and another (e g random) approach may be preferable Again, 
elaborate approaches where the selection process has memory and learns from 
experience may be useful This search approach is the essence o f a general local search 
method
4.3  M o d e r n  A pp r o a c h e s
We descnbe the principles o f each of three new local search methods in this section, 
namely simulated annealing, tabu search and genetic algorithms These are among 
five promising methods, discussed by Glover & Greenberg in a 1989 review paper [13], 
which, although quite different from one another, have a common ability to avoid 
becoming trapped m local minima.
4.3.1 Simulated Annealing
The method o f simulated annealing, introduced by Kirkpatrick, Gelatt & Vecchi in 1983 
[22] and independently by Cemy in 1985, is based on a strong analogy between the 
physical process o f annealing o f solids and the problem o f solving large combinatorial 
problems
2If a neighbourhood structure is symmetric then
s' e  N(s )  o  se N(s ' )
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In the physical annealing process, the material is first melted and then slowly cooled  
until the particles arrange themselves in a state o f minimum energy, the ground state 
In the melted state the particles o f the material move freely with respect to one another, 
but this thermal mobility is lost with cooling Slow cooling is necessary in order that 
there is sufficient time for redistribution o f these particles in an even way If the 
temperature is lowered too quickly, locally suboptimal configurations will be frozen mto 
the material, causmg it to end up in a non-homogeneous state o f higher than the 
minimum energy
The mechanics o f the annealing process can be efficiently modelled by the Metropolis 
Algorithm  (1953). The cooling process is viewed as a sequence o f discrete states 
through which the material progresses. Given the current state i with energy Et, the 
next state j ,  with energy Ey, is generated by the application o f a small distortion (e g
particle displacement) to the system The change in energy,
is computed If AE < 0 , the new state, j ,  is accepted as the current state If AE > 0  the 
new state is accepted with probability p , given by the Boltzmann distribution
where T  represents the system temperature and kB is a physical constant (Boltzmann's 
constant) At a given iteration when A E > 0 , acceptance will depend on a comparison 
between p  and a random number uniformly distributed on [0, l)  At high temperatures 
where kBT » A E ,  p  will be close to 1 and most non-improving changes will be 
accepted As T  is lowered and p  approaches 0, however, less and less are accepted
In [22], an analogy with combinatorial optimisation is used to develop the simulated 
annealing method Feasible solutions o f the optimisation problem are considered 
equivalent to states o f a physical system The cost o f a solution is equivalent to the 
energy o f  a state A  control parameter, c, is introduced which has the same influence 
as temperature in the physical system. This is initially set at a 'high' value and lowered 
in some gradual way to a 'low' value, according to a cooling schedule, controlling the 
number and size o f cost function increases accepted
W e previously noted that a possible neighbourhood structure for our problem is such 
that a move corresponds to a link insertion or removal A  neighbourhood would then 
be the set o f  solutions differing from the current one by the absence or presence o f one 
link. An advantage o f using this neighbourhood structure will become clear in Chapter 
6 when w e see that the time required for recalculating cost on a single link insertion or 
removal is significantly less than that for another (arbitrary) new solution




Adopting this structure, a general simulated annealing approach can be stated as 
follows.
A l g o rith m  4 .5 Sim ulated  annealing
(a) Select a starting solution, sm = (A(0), C(0)) e S Let k<—0
Let c0, the initial value of the control parameter, be a 'high' value
(b) At step k, let s ik) be the current solution with cost Let ck be the current value of the
control parameter
(1) Select a random solution, s ’ = (A', C'), from N(sk)
f if a', = 1, let a[ <- 0; 
i e select a link index number I and, < , „ ,
[if a/ = 0, let a', <-1
Calculate the cost, F(s') and let AF = F ( s ' ) -  F(s<'k)) (This requires finding C  by a 
shortest-path algorithm)
if AF<0, 





let i (t+1) <- s',  
Otherwise,
let sik+l)< - s {k)
(c) Update c according to coohng schedule 
If stopping cntenon is true, s to p  
Otherwise let k <- k + 1, 
return to (b)
It has been proven that the simulated annealing algorithm converges to a globally 
optimal solution, but that the coohng schedule required takes infinite tim e1 
Determination o f a suitable finite-time cooling schedule requires msight and/or tnal- 
and-error experiments for the algorithm to be effective W e describe the 
implementation o f  such a coohng schedule, consistent with [1], in Chapter 5 together 
with results in Chapter 6
4.3 .2  T abu Search
Tabu Search is another newly developed general method for solving difficult 
combinatorial problems, and is based on the idea o f intelligent problem-solving where
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the solution process has a degree o f memory This method was introduced in its 
modem form by Fred Glover in 1986 and expanded in a two-part series o f papers in 
1989 and 1990 [11][12] A  comprehensive development o f Tabu Search theory is 
given in [15] together with a review of many applications and a discussion of 
connections with other procedures and the potential for creating hybrid approaches 
combining elements o f these methods Some expenence o f the implementation o f Tabu 
Search is also presented in [17]
Tabu Search is essentially a deterministic process with the emphasis on more systematic 
forms o f guidance, in contrast to simulated annealing which uses randomisation as a 
method o f escaping local optima
Traditional local search methods move from solution to solution as long as the move 
causes a favourable change in the objective function When no further improving move 
is possible, a local optimum is said to be reached, and the process terminates An 
extension o f  this approach would be to accept the move causing least cost function 
detenoration in the event that no improving moves are possible It is very likely, 
however, that the process will revert to the local optimum on the next move and the 
only effect o f our extension will be to introduce infinite cycling close to a local 
optimum If, however, reverse moves are temporarily classified as forbidden (tabu), 
this tendency to oscillate can be overcome and the process can be guided out o f local 
minima
This is recency-based Tabu Search in its simplest form and memory is short-term 
Oscillations could still occur, however, with longer 'penod' than the list length so some 
element o f medium- or long-term memory may be necessary There is much scope for 
establishing very elaborate memory structures to suit both general and specific 
problems In implementing a tabu search strategy, optimisation subproblems anse, e g 
how long should the tabu list be7 Details o f our implementation are given in Chapter 5, 
reasonable memory structures are selected for use with reference to our initial 
experiments and those discussed in the papers refened to above A general tabu search 
algonthm is stated below
A lg o r ith m  4 .6  Tabu  Search
For a general solution, s e S ,  define a neighbourhood, N ( s ) c z S  Define a tabu list, T Given a 
solution, s, define T(s) as the subset of N(s)  which is tabu as a result of certain moves being in T
(a) Initialise T -  0  (tabu list)
Select a starting solution, s(0> e S Let k <- 0 
Let s = s l0> (best solution so far)
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(b) Let J(t) be the current solution
If N(s{k)) -  7’(s(t)) = 0  s t o p  (1 e if the entire neighbourhood is tabu)
Otherwise Let s(t+1) be the best3 choice from the set n (sw ) -  t (sw  ),
Update T,
Let k <- fc + 1, 
Return to (b)
Thus Tabu Search strategically reduces the size o f the neighbourhood to be explored 
This is demonstrated schematically in Figure 4 9
Figure 4.9 Schematic representation o f  the reduced neighbourhood structure with
Tabu Search
4.3.3 Genetic Algorithms
Genetic algorithms, introduced by John Holland in 1975, are based on mechanisms of  
natural selection that are believed to apply in genetics In contrast to other methods, 
breadth o f performance is achieved by working with a population  o f solutions New  
solutions are propagated from old ones in a randomised fashion, with the 'fitter' 
solutions more likely to survive The average quality o f solutions is improved from 
generation to generation by the exchange o f information
Genetic algorithms work with a coding of a solution rather than the solution itself This 
codmg is usually a string o f l's and 0's Each solution of our combinatorial optimisation 
problem, the link arrangement subproblem, is represented by an adjacency matrix This 
matrix can be easily transformed into a string as it also contains just l's and 0's
A  stage in the execution of a genetic algorithm is called a generation  The first 
generation usually consists o f a set o f randomly chosen stnngs (solutions) A  new
N ( s ) - T ( s )
(b) Neighbourhood structure 
for Tabu Search
3Solution corresponding to move of greatest gain or smallest loss
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Reproduction is the means by which strings are selected according to their relative costs 
('fitness' values) to contribute offspring for the next generation Strmgs with higher 
fitness values will have a higher probability o f being selected. This is analogous with 
Darwin's survival o f  the fittest theory
The set o f strings selected by reproduction is said to constitute the mating pool 
Crossover is the procedure whereby pairs o f individuals from the mating pool exchange 
information, with the prospect o f fitter stnngs bemg occasionally created In practice 
this means that some binary bits o f one string are swapped with the corresponding bits 
o f another The fittest o f these new solutions will tend to be retained through future 
generations by the reproduction process, while those that prove to be unfit will be 
discarded
Mutation is simply the introduction o f a small random element into a genetic algorithm 
It is realised by the random mversion of a bit in a string The probability o f mutation is 
usually set to a low value so that there will be about, say, one mutation per generation 
Mutation is necessary because it accommodates reversing the loss o f some potentially 
important genetic information in the reproduction and crossover processes Also, as a 
genetic algorithm progresses, all the individuals in the population o f stnngs tend to 
converge to one stnng (effectively a local optimum) and many string positions will have 
the same value for all individuals Mutation is useful for givmg the search mcreased 
diversity as no amount of reproduction and crossover alone will change these values
This is the procedure in its most straightforward form (the Simple Genetic Algorithm), 
a more detailed discussion o f the algorithm and many extensions is given m [34] A  
hybrid approach that is considered to be particularly suited to our problem is presented 
m Chapter 5 together with results in Chapter 6
4 .4  T a b u l a r  C o m p a r is o n  o f  M e th o d s
A  simplified comparison of the four approaches considered is given in Table 4 1
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Greedy Algs Sim Annealing Tabu Search Genetic Algs
Local Search Method9 Yes Yes Yes Yes
Number of solutions earned 
from iteration to iteration
1 1 1 >1
Probabilistic/ Deterministic Det Prob Det Prob
Level of dependence on 
initial solution chosen9




Having described the principles o f the solution methods that interest us, we now  
concern ourselves with their adaptation and use for solving our problems Our 
algorithms were initially implemented in their simplest forms The purpose o f  this initial 
implementation was to get hands-on experience o f the advantages and limitations o f the 
methods so that potential further improvements could be evaluated more critically The 
final implementations chosen draw on this experience
General implementation issues are considered in Section 5 1 The efficient use of  
shortest-path algorithms, central to all implementations, is discussed in Section 5 2 A  
mechanism for generating realistic test problems is described in Section 5 3 Section 
5 4  discusses in general the implementation o f the solution methods. The remaining 
sections contain detail on the adaptation and implementation o f the individual solution 
methods under consideration, as follows 
5 5 Greedy Algorithms
5 6 Tabu Search
5 7 Simulated Annealing
5 8 Genetic Algorithms
5.1 G e n e r a l  Is s u e s
In our implementations, algorithms are coded in the 'C' programming language 
Editing, testmg and debuggmg o f the software was performed on a personal computer 
and on Sun SPARC workstations A  SPARC 10 station was used for performing the 
optimisations Portable code was written for all implementations (i e code performing 
to the A N SI C standard) General issues considered significant to the implementation 
o f  solutions to our type o f problem are considered here
5.1.1 Data Structures and Memory Considerations 
Input variables
Recall that w e are considermg the fixed charge problem as a working approximation to 
reality W e are also assuming that the total installation cost can be expressed as a sum
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of link costs The cost o f installing link / has been expressed in terms o f capacity ct, as
.{  \ [Ki +kf i n  i f c ^ O ,
^ (c' ) =  \ 0 ,  otherwise (5
Thus, to calculate cost at each iteration, matnx representations o f the fixed link 
costs, and kt, the vanable (capacity-dependent) costs, are required The demand 
matnx, R,  introduced in Chapter 2, must also be set up There is no need to set up a 
separate distance matnx, however, as the only concept o f 'distance' o f interest to us for 
a particular link is provided by the vanable cost matnx (which we expect will be closely 
related to distance) It is quite possible that we will receive information at this stage of  
the design process that w ill require 'translation' mto our form W e may, for example, be 
given a distance matnx and proportionality constants relating fixed and vanable cost 
elements to distance
Output variables
W e have defined the required output in terms o f an adjacency matnx, A, and a capacity 
matnx, C These ( N x N )  matnces must also be initialised
Temporary variables
W e must be able to represent the paths established between node pairs in a given 
solution m an efficient way
With a cost function of our type (or indeed a general concave cost function), w e can 
state
(1) Optimal routing can be achieved with just one path for each inter-node demand 
(Section 3 2)
(n) If the optimal path between a pair o f nodes (i , j ) is the sequence o f nodes, 
i = i 0 , ij ,  >*„=./, then the optimal path between a node pair (ip,iq),
0 < p < q < n , i s a .  subsection of this path This is proven by Yaged [35]
Thus the following recursive definition is unambiguous 
Define
p ( h j )  = k,  (5 2)
where k is the node immediately preceding j  on the path from i to j  A  single N x N  
matnx, P  =  {pt J is sufficient to represent all paths in a given solution
The path from i to j  is found in the following recursive manner
(a) Let the route be
*0 > *1 * » »
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Initially,
i0 = i and in = ;  
ix , , «„_! and n
Let k =  0
(b) Repeat
let k <— k + 1 , 
let !„_* = p{i , in. k+l),  
until i„_* = i0 
Let n = k
are known, 
are unknown
A  simple example may help to clarify this Suppose we have the network and path 
























Figure 5.1 Network and path matrix fo r  our example
W e wish to read the path between, say, nodes 3 and 5 from the path matnx Firstly, we 
find that p (3,5) = 1, so the path will be 3 -  - 1 - 5  N ow  p (3,1) = 2 so we update the 
path, 3 -  - 2 - 1 - 5  This is the last step required as p (3 ,2 ) = 3 so w e conclude that 
the path i s 3 - 2 - l - 5
Other paths are found similarly as follows
1-2 2-1 3-2-1 4-2-1 5-1
1-2-3 2-3 3-2 4-3-2 5-1-2
1-2-4 2-4 3-4 4-3 5-1-2-3
1-5 2-1-5 3-2-1-5 4-5 5-4
M em ory
W e would like our algonthms to be apphcable to problems where N  is o f order 100 
The scale o f  memory on widely available computers suggests that quite a few  N  x  N  
m atnces could be set up with N  o f  this order For some o f  the methods under 
consideration and their extensions, however, much extra memory is required to store a
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number o f solutions (e g genetic algorithms) or other information (e g tabu search), 
and when N  is large the scale o f memory required may exceed that available It is 
worthwhile, therefore, to develop a coding strategy to reduce redundancy m the data 
structures Such a coding strategy is used for stormg tabu search information in our 
implementation
5.1.2 Random Number Generator
The effectiveness o f both simulated annealing and genetic algorithms is dependent on 
the quality o f the random number generator (RNG) used A RNG is also required for 
the generation o f quasi-random test problems A good quality random number 
generator is unbiased over its range and has a large period The Wichmann-Hill 
algorithm is used m our implementation
5 .2  S h o r t e s t  Pa th  A l g o r it h m s
W e showed in Section 3 3 that, for the case o f a linear cost function with fixed part, the 
optimal routing for a particular link arrangement is found by fmdmg the 'shortest' path 
between each node pair. The 'length' of a link is the incremental cost o f addmg capacity 
onto that link, this is constant for our case All the solution methods under 
consideration involve moving from solution to solution in some manner and, for each 
solution considered, an optimal routing must be performed to calculate the cost o f that 
solution This calculation o f shortest paths is very time-consuming and occupies most 
of the computmg time for all o f  our implementations
W e are thus motivated to give some thought to efficient implementation of shortest 
path algorithms
5.2.1 Single pair shortest path algorithms
A  straightforward and very efficient algorithm for fmdmg the shortest directed path 
from any node to any other node is given and described in Appendix 1 This was first 
proposed by Dijkstra in 1959, and it takes o (n 2) running time
5.2.2 All shortest paths
A  straightforward and widely used algorithm for finding the shortest paths between all 
pairs o f  nodes is also given in Appendix 1 This algorithm was proposed by Floyd and 
Warshall (separately) m 1962 and takes o (n 3) time
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We could use this algorithm to establish inter-node paths for the initial solution, and 
again after every iteration to update the paths and maintain optimal routing. This would 
be very slow, however; we propose an improved procedure, applicable to our problem, 
in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.3 Improvements in efficiency - literature
Very many iterative procedures (including all that we are looking at) require time- 
consuming shortest path calculations at every iteration. This has motivated 
considerable effort in the area and a large body of work has been published. Improved 
algorithms have been produced by exploiting the features of particular types of 
networks; decomposition algorithms have, for example, been developed for sparse 
networks. Reference is made in [14] to an annotated bibliography of 448 articles that 
appeared before 1982 on shortest paths! A shorter annotated bibliography of the most 
significant work is given by Lawler in [24], It is beyond the scope of this project to 
perform a detailed study of shortest path algorithms apart from those for general 
networks described in the above sections; we have, however, achieved considerable 
efficiencies in our procedures by adopting an approach for updating shortest paths, as 
presented in the next subsection.
5.2.4 Improvements in efficiency - Updating all shortest paths
If a move is defined for our problem as a link insertion or removal (or even a few 
insertions or removals), a significant improvement in efficiency can be achieved by 
taking the approach developed here. Clearly, for a network of any significant size, 
there is much duplication of previous work in the recalculation of all shortest paths after 
a move; here information from the current configuration is used in the establishment of 
the next one. We look at link insertion and removal separately.
Link Insertion
If a link (p,q) is inserted, we assume that (q,p) is inserted simultaneously; this is 
consistent with our earlier assumptions (Section 2.3) that the adjacency matrix remains 
symmetric.
The idea here is that any change in the shortest path from i to j  after the insertion of 
links (p,q) and (q,p) will have (p,q) or (q,p) as part of the new path. Thus, if we 
define Xij as the length of the shortest path between i and j  in the direction i —> j , 
Vi, y eV  = {l,---, /V}, we have the following procedure:
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Vj,; e V,
Find the minimum of 
(0 K j
(11) K p+ d pq+ h qj 
(ill) K  q+dqp+^-pj  
and record which of (1), (u), (111) gives this minimum 
If  the minimum is given by (1),
Path between i and; remains unchanged,
Else if (11) is the minimum,
Update X,,=X,
New shortest path is given by merging the (current) path from 1 to p, link (p , q ), and the 
path from q to j ,
Else if (111) is the minimum,
Update \ j = \ ' + d ' P+ \ PJ,
New shortest path is given by merging the (current) path from 1 to q, link (q ,p) ,  and the 
path from p  to ;,
Next i,j
A l g o r it h m  5.1 L in k  In s e r t io n
This algorithm requires o ( n 2) time, as there are N ( N - l )  node pairs to consider 
Link Removal
It has been shown (Section 4 1 1 )  that simply re-routing the flow  on link (p , q ) on a 
new shortest path between p  and q can result in non-optimal routing. An alternative 
procedure is to ascertain which inter-node paths contain the link (p, q)  and re-route 
these on the shortest paths in the network with (p , q ) removed
W e must compare the computational complexity o f this procedure with that o f a new  
all-shortest-paths calculation If there are k routes usmg link (p , q ) , k single-pair 
shortest path calculations are required, so the time-complexity is o(k N 2) Clearly, our 
new approach is only beneficial if  the complexity is not greater than that o f the Floyd- 
Warshall algorithm, o ( n 3), thus we must compare k t o  N
The maximum value that k can take is found by partitioning the set o f  nodes m the 
network into two subsets, as shown in Figure 5 2
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i nodes (n-i) nodes
Figure 5.2 Partitioning o f node set, V into {V^  V2}
Som e fraction o f the nodes m Vv  say a  i , will be connected to som e fraction o f those in 
V2, say P ( n - i ) ,  via (p , q ) Then a  i p { n - i )  routes w ill contain (p , q ) . i ( n - i ) has a 
maximum o f N 2/ 4  at i =  N/2  Thus the maximum possible value for k is N 2/ 4 , when 
a  = |3 = 1 and i = N/ 2  The minimum value for k is o f course 0
W e conclude that we should perform k Dijkstra calculations only if  k < k ,  and 
otherwise use an all-shortest-path algorithm, where k is o f the same order as N  Tests 
have shown that choosing k =  N  is about optimal Thus w e have derived a link 
insertion procedure that can occasionally take o (n 3) time, but frequently takes only 
o (n 2) time and is thus much faster than the simple approach o f  doing a full re­
calculation o f all the shortest paths at every iteration
It is worth pomtmg out that we will usually have k < k when the current solution graph 
is well connected k becomes larger on average as the graph becomes more sparse 
because w e can expect more routes to use a given link This explains differences in 
runtime where the same algorithm is used for problems with the same number o f  nodes 
Progression will be slower where the solutions encountered are mostly sparsely 
connected
In our implementation, we create a new data structure, routes_usmg[p][q], to keep a 
dynamic record o f the value o f k for each potential link removal, so that the decision (is 
k < k'*) can be made quickly The set o f links usmg (p, q)  is not readily available with 
the data structures already defined, but can be retrieved from a recursive search o f the 
path matrix (defined in Section 5 1 1 )  In theory, o f course, this set o f  links could be 
stored directly m memory for each node pair, but practical limits on memory space 
would make this impossible for any sizeable N  If stored in array form, an array of 
order N x N x N 2 would be required
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The average time taken for a move involving a single link insertion or removal has been 
reduced as the routing will very often take time proportional to N 2.
Conclusion
5.3 G eneration  of T est Problems
It is important to ensure that our evaluations are independent of the idiosyncrasies of 
any particular network. We propose a mechanism for generating random, realistic test 
networks in this section. As we are concerning ourselves with the fixed charge 
problem, a classification of fixed charge problems is introduced to examine how 
algorithm performance depends on the nature of the problem. This classification is 
defined by a parameter that gives a measure of the relative significance of initial (fixed) 
link costs. Random networks with specific properties can then be generated.
5.3.1 Classification of Fixed Charge Problems
The fixed charge problem corresponds to having the following cost function (equation 
3.3):
/l(c ') -  0 , otherwise. (5'3)




¿fixed =  JjKl’ (5.5)
l=0J)€G*
and
v^ar =  YjklCl> (5.6)
l=(‘J)eG*
where G* is the optimal solution. This number is a measure of the ratio between fixed 
and variable costs in the optimal solution.
We can classify problems according to this characteristic number kchar. We consider in 
particular the following three cases:
(a) The fixed cost is much larger than the variable cost, i.e. &char » 1 ;  (say £char = 10).
(b) The variable cost is much larger than the fixed cost, i.e. &char « 1 ;  (say kchai = 0.1).
(c) The fixed and variable costs contribute about equally to total cost, i.e. kchar ~ 1.
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W e would like to be able to generate problems with a given but w e have the
problem that it is determined from the optimal solution (which w e do not know in
advance1) Thus the above definition is not very useful and we define kdm as an
approximation to as follows






Fw =  X V v ’ (5 9)
l=(i,j)eLb
where c, are capacities corresponding to the minimal solution o f the all-shortest-paths 
problem on the base graph, Gb Recall that Lb represents the set o f  links o f the base 
graph These capacities { ct } can be easily found, given a set o f demands and a base 
graph
5.3.2 Generation o f Test Problems
Here w e wish to create test problems from scratch W e firstly specify the number of 
nodes, N, and the base graph The N  nodes are placed in a user-defmed 2-dimensional 
space A  matrix o f distances between the node pairs is set up by taking the Euclidean 
distance between the nodes and applymg a random distortion This distortion is applied 
because link length does not correspond to Euclidean distance in reality It is 
convenient to define two new variables for each link, / fixed and / ;var, such that
K = r d l
These variables relate link fixed and variable costs respectively to distance W e can 
expect /™  to be fairly constant, but / ;fixed will vary considerably They are distributed 
evenly on reasonable values The demands are also generated randomly Finally, 
problems with a desired characteristic number can be generated by firsdy generating an 
intermediate problem, finding its characteristic number, and scaling appropriately Our 
generation mechanism thus consists o f the following seven steps
(i) Select the number of nodes, N
(u) Let l = ( i , j )  be an element o f Lb, the links o f the base graph, with probability 
[0,1] \  is denoted the base graph connectedness In general, it may be
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desirable to impose restrictions on the form of this base graph It must for example 
be connected We also impose a restriction in our test problems that the base 
graph remain connected after the removal o f any one link (1 e it must be 2-edge 
connected) This ensures that single-edge connectivity is not dependent on any 
particular link bemg present This restriction is realised by imposing a 2-edge  
connectivity test and repeating step (u) on failure
(111) Let the co-ordinates {xt, y t) o f each node i be uniformly distributed on a 2- 
dimensional space, [O ^ J x fO ,^ ]  Calculate elements o f the distance matrix as
d‘j =^ xi ~xf +(yi ~yf e> (5 1 1 )
where £ is a uniform random variable on [a,b\
(iv ) Let demands rt J have a uniform distribution on [O .r^ ]
(v) V/ = ( i , j )  e V,  let each /¡ fixed and / /var have uniform distributions on [ a flxed ,P fixed]
and [ a w ,p w ] respectively
(vi) Fmd kch2r for this problem If k'^  is the desired characteristic number, then scale 
the problem by applying a constant factor to each o f the fixed link costs, as follows 
V Z e lj ,  let




It was decided to fix some of the parameters at the outset All test problems used have
the follow ing (realistic) settings
*■„» = 1 0 , SX= S 2 = 1 0 0 , a  =  1, ¿ = 1 5 ,
a fixed = 1’ infixed ~ ^, 01w =1, P^ = 1 5
A  set o f six different 20-node test problems, denoted PROB1, ,PROB6, were
generated for most o f our tests These are over a variation o f values o f kclai and %, as
follows
c^bar
COoIIULP £ = 0 3
(dense) (sparse)
0 1 PROBI PROB4
1 0 PROB2 PROB 5
10 0 PROB3 PROB6
Table 5.1' Test problem set
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Thus, for example, PROB1 has relatively low fixed costs and a densely connected basic 
graph
Other test problems were also used and are discussed later All were generated using 
the above procedure
5.4  Im p l e m e n t a t io n  o f  S o lu tio n  S t r a t e g ie s
As suggested earlier, a 'natural' neighbourhood structure for local search 
implementations is such that a move mvolves a single link insertion or removal Our 
implementations, described here, take this approach and have much in common Thus 
software has been developed to perform the following common functionality for all our 
implementations
• Read input data
• W nte /  Display output
• Select initial solution(s) and perform initial path and link capacity assignments 
(Floyd - Warshall algorithm)
• Perform a move - update paths and capacities for link insertion or removal, 
using the improved algorithm of Section 5 2 4
• Generate random numbers
Issues relatmg to the above have been discussed m Section 5 1 and 5 2, 
implementations o f the particular strategies are described in the following sections
5 .5  G r e e d y  A l g o r it h m s
The use o f greedy algorithms to solve this kind of problem was discussed in Chapter 4 
Algorithms developed for this study draw on Mmoux's work [30] and extend it further 
The following four variations were tested on a number o f problems
(i) Mmoux's standard greedy algorithm (see Section 4 1 1 )
(u) Adaptation o f (i) to our model (Section 4 1 1 )
(m) Accelerated greedy algorithm (Sec 4 1 2 )
(iv ) 'Pure' greedy algorithm (Sec 4 1 4 )
Recall that the first three variants permit link removal only Variant (iv) is pure in the 
sense that it is a true, symmetric local search method, allowing m oves to be undone 
occasionally It w ill be seen that our Tabu Search implementation builds on this
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The algorithms, as formally stated in Section 4.1, were coded in C. Care was taken to 
achieve the best possible efficiency in the implementation of sorting, etc. Initial 
solutions are set up in a random fashion with the desired level of connectedness. If a 
full initial solution is desired (i.e. 100% connected), there will be of course be no 
randomness as there is just one such solution to choose from.
A variety of results and comparisons are given for tests on these algorithms in the next 
chapter.
5.6 Tabu  S earch
We introduced the fundamental ideas of Tabu Search in Section 4.3.2 by showing how 
memory could be used to guide a greedy search process out of local optima. Clearly 
this sort of implementation of Tabu Search will be useful as a direct comparisons can 
then be made with greedy algorithms.
Thus our basic implementation involves a process which initially is just like greedy 
algorithm (iv) (link removal and insertion must of course be permissible). The 
difference, however, is that the process does not terminate on reaching a local optimum. 
Where no improving moves are possible, the best non-improving move is chosen.
5.6.1 Short-term memory
A tabu list, L,, is created to prevent cycling close to local optima. As cycling is caused 
by the reversal of previous moves, recording the links corresponding to these moves 
and prohibiting operations on these links realises a tabu list. must be limited in 
length for three reasons:
(i) Potential moves must be checked against each list element before being 
performed. This is time consuming.
(ii) The list occupies valuable memory space.
(iii)If a large portion of the potential moves (i.e. the neighbourhood) becomes tabu, 
the process can be restricted excessively in its search for good solutions.
A list of a fixed maximum length is realised by just remembering recent moves and 
'forgetting' the least recent list entry when a new move is added. The list then resembles 
a sliding window. Memory space is reserved for a fixed number of moves with each 
new one overwriting the least recent. Our experiments show that best results (in terms
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Figure 5.3 Demonstration o f  cycling
o f solution quality and time) are achieved for tabu lists o f a size between 5 and 20 This 
is consistent with Glover's perhaps remarkable observations [15] that tabu lists o f this 
size are best for almost all applications1
5.6.2 Longer-term memory
The method presented so far is purely deterministic This means that if a solution is 
reached more than once, cycling has occurred (Figure 5 3), and w ill continue for ever
Short-term memory prevents immediate cycling, but a cycle o f length greater than the 
tabu list can still occur Long term memory is necessary for such cycles to be broken, 
they should be broken at the earliest possible time as nothing is gamed when going over 
old ground
Cycling can only be prevented by recognising previously encountered states Keepmg
an exhaustive list o f previous states is however similar to havmg a very long tabu list
and is undesirable The solution is some 'sampling' o f previous states and w e could, for 
example, record every 50th state and thus build up a list containing states 50, 100, 150, 
200, . Every new state encountered could then be checked against this list This is 
somewhat unsatisfactory, however, as the list would get very long for implementations 
requiring a large number o f iterations (each iteration is a state), say thousands 
Problems o f tune (to check new states against a long list o f states) would anse as well 
as memory space problems To overcome this in our implementation, w e take the 
approach o f havmg a non-linear sampling o f states
The idea is to take an mteger n > 1 (n = 4 is chosen for our implementation) Then set 
up a list, ¿2, with k elements to contain the following at each iteration i
¿2 = [  state xxn where xxn < i < ( x x + l)n ,
state x2n where x2n2 < i < ( x 2 + 1 )n2,
state xkn where xknk < i < {xk + 1  )nk ]
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Thus with n -  4, we will have the following list L, at / = 510 (for example):
¿2 =[ state 508, state 496, state 448, state 256, state 0 ,..., state 0 ]
(127*4) (31*42) (7*43) (1*44) (0*45) (0*4*)
This list is realised by checking at each iteration whether the iteration's index number is 
a multiple of 4, 16, 64, 256, 1024, etc., and updating the relevant element(s) of L, 
appropriately. All multiples of 16 are of course also multiples of 4, all multiples of 64 
are multiples of 16 and 4, and so on.
Table 5.2 clarifies this further by showing the states in L, for the first 21 iterations of a 
Tabu Search process with a choice of n = 4.
iteration States in L 2 iteration States in L 2 iteration States in L 2
1 [0,0,0,...] 8 [8,0,0,..] 15 [12, 0 ,0 ,. .]
2 [0,0,0,...] 9 [8,0,0,...] 16 [16,16,0,..]
3 [0,0,0,...] 10 [8,0,0,..] 17 [16,16,0,..]
4 [4,0,0,...] 11 [8,0,0,..] 18 [16,16,0,..]
5 [4,0,0,...] 12 [12,0,0,..] 19 [16,16,0,..]
6 [4,0,0,...] 13 [12,0,0,..] 20 [20,16,0,..]
7 [4,0,0,...] 14 [12,0,0,..] 21 [20,16,0,..]
T a b le  5 .2  21 iterations of a tabu search process with n = 4
Three issues arise with this approach.
(i) Choice of n and k. The larger n is the smaller the list length k needs to be to detect 
cycles of a given maximum size. When n is large, however, performance 
deteriorates as cycling is not so quickly detectable. Our tests show choice of n = 4 
to be about optimal. With n = 4, choosing k = 6 allows detection of cycles up to 
4096 states in length, which is more than sufficient for our application. Thus we 
just need to keep a record of six states at any time.
(ii) Storage of a state. A state in the process is a solution of our network topological 
design problem together with the short-term tabu list L1. A solution is represented 
by its adjacency matrix and by a fixed-length list of links. It would be 
cumbersome to store all the information in this form for each element of as very 
many comparisons would be required to check each new state against the list. A 
new state might only differ from a state in by one link. A more efficient strategy 
is adopted whereby each state is coded as an integer. It would be possible to have a 
unique integer for each state, but this is not really necessary. The coding strategy 
adopted is such that the probability is very small that two different states being 
compared will have the same code.
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(in) H ow is cycling overcome when it does arise9 Intuitively, the best strategy is to 
apply a small perturbation to the system to break the cycle In our case, w e alter 
(insert or remove) a small number of links, chosen at random, and reset the tabu list 
An alternative is to restart the entire process, choosing a different random starting 
solution Initial tests have shown that the latter (perhaps surprisingly) produces 
better results. This is because a broader search is performed when a larger number 
o f  runs are done, and the benefit o f this outweighs that o f longer individual 
searches
Figure 5 4 demonstrates this schematically Note that the cycle may not be broken 
immediately, a few  iterations will be required (depending on n and the length o f  the 
cycle).
here
Figure 5.4 Escape from  cycling
A  variety o f runs were performed with different starting solutions (including a fully 
connected network), results are presented and comparisons made in the next chapter
5 .7  S im u l a t e d  A n n e a lin g
The implementation o f a Simulated Annealing algorithm is perhaps the most 
straightforward among those under consideration, as veiy little information needs to be 
earned from iteration to iteration The basis o f this method was desenbed in Section 
4 3 1 and its application to our problem was desenbed in a general way
In our implementation, the basic idea is that at any iteration, k, a random link is selected 
from the set o f all possible links If that link is present m the current configuration, the 
cost o f  its removal is calculated, if  it is absent the cost o f  its insertion is calculated The 
new configuration is accepted with probability p, defined by:
p  =  1 if AC < 0 , ^  13j
= ex p (-A C /ct ) i f A C > 0 ,
where AC is the change in total cost resulting from the move.
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The major issue in implementing a simulated annealing algorithm is the determination of 
a suitable cooling schedule
5.7.1 Cooling Schedule
It was noted m Section 4 3 1 that the simulated annealing algorithm has been proven to 
converge to a globally optimal solution, but that the cooling schedule required would 
take infinite time W e require a fimte-time approximation, that is a practical coolmg  
schedule, that can achieve a good solution (hopefully globally optimal or close to it)
In our implementation, the form of the cooling schedule is consistent with that 
described m [1] and is as follows
(l) The initial value o f the cooling parameter, c0, is chosen so that virtually all 
transitions are accepted at first A  tentative (small) value o f c0 is chosen initially 
and a number o f iterations performed If the proportion o f potential moves 
accepted is less than a certain value (close to 1), c0 is multiplied by a constant 
factor and the process repeated In our implementation we firstly set c0 to a fairly 
low  value and perform N 2 iterations (where N  is the number o f nodes, a measure 
o f the size o f the problem), recordmg the number accepted If the acceptance ratio 
is less than 99%, c0 is doubled and the process repeated A  value for c0 is finally 
accepted when it is sufficiently large that the acceptance ratio exceeds 99%
(n) After a number o f transitions, n, the parameter is reduced exponentially, according 
to
Ck+1 — ® Ck’ (5 14)
where a  is smaller than but close to 1. Best results were consistently achieved in 
our experiments for a  between 0 9 and 0 99  
(m) The algorithm is terminated when new random configurations are very rarely 
accepted or when c becomes very small (i e when c reaches cmn) There is no 
pomt in continuing the algorithm if the chances of achieving further improvement 
are very slim
(iv ) An upper bound, , is placed on the number of attempted transitions per step 
before the cooling parameter is reduced This is because transitions are accepted 
with decreasing probability and step lengths get very large as c is lowered Given 
values o f a  between 0.9 and 0 99 (like m our implementation), values o f n and nmx 
are chosen so that the algorithm will stop after a specified time
A  simplified pictorial representation o f the behaviour o f the cooling parameter ck, is 
given in Figure 5 5
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Figure 5.5 Typical behaviour o f cooling param eter ck
5.8  G e n e t ic  Al g o r it h m s
5.8.1 The Simple Genetic Algorithm
The principles o f the simple genetic algorithm were introduced m Section 4  3 3 A  
population o f solutions is selected to be the first state and new solutions are propagated  
from this state by means o f reproduction, crossover and mutation
This algorithm, with a number o f enhancements, was applied to the fixed charge 
problem by a colleague at Dublin City University This work and results are presented 
in [31] The most important parameters to be set are identified as
• population size,
• probability o f crossover, and,
• probability o f mutation
A variety o f runs were performed with variations o f these parameters, bearing in mind 
the ranges recommended in the literature Two major problems in the use o f pure 
genetic algorithms for our problem were identified as
(i) Carrying a population o f (say 100) solutions from iteration to iteration is 
computationally very expensive. At each iteration, all the shortest paths would need 
to be updated for each o f  the solutions Recall that most o f the computation time in 
all our implementations is in the calculation o f shortest paths Furtheimore, the 
change in a given solution on an iteration may be in more than one link (if crossover 
occurs), addmg to the time required for the shortest paths update
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(n) Although moderately good solutions are obtained in reasonable times, very much 
more time is required for convergence to the global optimum (or close to it) This 
is because all solutions tend to converge prematurely towards the same solution, 
and further improvement is just achieved by mfrequent mutations
Problem (n) can be solved reasonably well by implementing a greedy algorithm after the 
initial convergence to a fairly good solution A few  greedy iterations would then bring 
about further rapid convergence and the process could be ended The algorithm still 
takes too long, however, due to the reason specified in (1) above, and a new approach is 
needed In the next subsection, we describe a new algorithm that uses the principles of 
genetic algorithms, but that has much better performance.
5.8.2 An adaptation o f genetic algorithms to our problem
Initial tests have shown quick convergence o f greedy algorithms to (usually good) local 
optima. The following approach attempts to combine the principle o f exchange of 
information among a number of solutions with this rapid convergence The idea is to 
select, as the population o f solutions, local optima produced by different runs o f a 
greedy algorithm Information is exchanged between these solutions and the new  
solutions are used for further greedy iterations Information is again exchanged 
between the resulting local optima, and the process repeated It has been noted that 
carrying a significant number o f solutions is computationally very expensive Because 
o f  this, and to simplify matters, we restrict ourselves to a population o f  two solutions
Heuristic
Thus w e proceed as follows
Select two different (random) starting graphs, Gj0) and G f ].
Perform a greedy algorithm on each, giving local optima G1(0) and G2(0)
Exchange information (by crossover and mutation), to get Gj(1) and G(2l)
Perform greedy algorithms on each, to get G /0 and G2(1).
Stop after a certain number o f iterations or on convergence o f Gx and G2 to the 
same graphs
Figure 5 6 gives a graphical description of this process
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Figure 5.6 Schematic demonstration o f a greedy/  
genetic algorithm hybrid
Exchange o f Information
Information between graphs Gx and G2 is exchanged using the following mechamsm  
Partition the set o f all links L*, in the base graph into 4 non-overlapping subsets,
Li = { L i \ L 1 \ Li \ L t } 
where the Lt's represent the following
L, set o f links not present in Gx or G2,
¿2 set o f links in Gx only,
L, set o f links in G2 only,
L4 set o f links in both Gx and G2
D efine a probability o f mutation, p mul 
D efine the following crossover probabilities
A.ddi> Pm 2 probabihty o f addmg links to Gx and G2 respectively by 
crossover
Prem ove p Prem ove 2 probabihty o f removmg hnks from Gx and G2 respectively by 
crossover
V/ e  Lj,
add  link I to Gx with probability p mul (mutation)
add  link I to G2 with probability p mul (mutation)
V / e  L2,
remove link I from Gx with probability p remowl (crossover)
add  link I to G2 with probability p iM2 (crossover)
V /e Z ^ ,
add  link I to Gx with probability paddl (crossover)
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remove link I from G2 with probability premove2 (crossover)
VZ e  L4,
remove link I from Gi with probability p mut (mutation)
remove link I from G2 with probability p mui (mutation)
Results are presented for this heuristic in the next chapter
5.9  C o n c l u s io n
This chapter has been concerned with the practical use for solving our problem o f  a 
variety o f  solution methods As all these methods are applicable to a large range o f  
optimisation problems, each adaptation required some quantity o f  new work Specific 
guidelines were followed where appropriate
The method chosen for solving the shortest-paths subproblem ( l e  the method of  
updating all shortest paths) presented in Section 5 2 4 is novel and was developed 
specifically for this work
The greedy algorithms specified m Section 5 5 draw on Minoux's work [30]; the 
extensions described here and in Chapter 4 are new work, however.
The implementation o f Tabu Search short-term memory is quite straightforward and is 
the same as that in most o f the relevant literature (e g [15], [17]) On the other hand, 
the particular implementation o f longer-term memory chosen is novel
Our simulated annealing implementation (Section 5 7) follows closely the guidelines set 
out in [1]
The simple genetic algorithm implementation discussed is based almost entirely on the 
work o f Dave O'Meara in [31] The hybrid genetic/greedy algorithm presented in 
Section 5 8 2 is however new work, developed in conjunction with Dm itn Botvich
Finally, the technique used for the generation o f test problems (Section 5 3) was also 
developed specifically for this project in conjunction with Dr Botvich
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Chapter 6. Results and Comparisons
This chapter is organised as follows. Following an introduction, there are four sections 
that are concerned with individual results for each of the general optimisation 
procedures under consideration, namely,
• Greedy Algorithms,
• Tabu Search,
• Simulated Annealing, and,
• Genetic Algorithms.
In Chapter 5, we described heuristic adaptations of these approaches to our topological 
network design problem. These descriptions introduced a variety of parameters to be 
set for each implementation. The best values for these parameters can often be found 
simply by trial-and-error; the results presented in Sections 6.2 to 6.5 help us to draw 
conclusions on the best parameter choices. Some of the 'best' implementations of each 
approach are then compared with each other in an overall comparison in Section 6.6.
6.1 Intro ductio n
It is important to be clear on what we are looking for from our results. The following 
three criteria are considered most important in evaluating the algorithms.
(i) Cost; Our objective function is a representation of monetary cost and this must 
be minimised.
(ii) Robustness; How well-behaved is the algorithm? An algorithm that produces 
exceptionally low cost solutions in some circumstances may not rank as highly 
overall as one which does reasonably well all the time.
(iii) Speed; As computation time is limited, the length of time required for 
convergence is very significant.
It is useful at this stage to reproduce Table 5.1 to recall the six 20-node test problems 
that are used in many of our tests. Note that the problem generator was configured 
with the realistic parameter set given in Section 5.3.3.
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c^har £ = 0 8 £ = 0 3
(dense) (sparse)
0 1 PROB1 PROB4
1 0 PROB2 PROB5
10 0 PROB 3 PROB6
Table 6.1: Test problem set
To ensure that comparisons are valid, all optimisations are performed on the same 
machine Times measured are in seconds o f CPU time on a SPARC 10 Actual times 
would be much longer (say 5 or 10 times) on a slower machme or in a multi-processor 
environment
6.2  C o m p a r is o n  o f  G r eed y  A l g o r it h m s
6.2.1 Comparison o f results for greedy algorithms
In this section w e are interested in seemg how our implementation o f the Accelerated 
Greedy Algorithm compares with Mmoux's Normal Greedy Algorithm (adapted to our 
model) It is also interesting to observe the performance o f a greedy algorithm with link 
msertion as w ell as removal permitted as this is the basis o f our Tabu Search approach
Tables 6.2 (i)-(vi) display results for each o f these algorithms over our six 20-node test 
problems It is important to note that just relative, as opposed to absolute, cost values 
are meaningful Comparisons between absolute costs across the problem set are also 
meaningless
As well as convergence times, we are interested in the performance o f these algorithms 
over a range o f  fixed charge problems and over runs with different startmg solutions 
Each run was performed with a random initial solution as well as a solution with all 
possible links in place (the base graph)
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PROB 1 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 0.5 166 345 0.6 217 526
Std. Greedy 12.8 166 345 3.5 217 526
Gr with ins. 18.4 166 345 43.9 166 345
(i) * „ .= 0 .1 ,5  =0.8
PROB 2 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 1.1 193 196 0.6 243 762
Std. Greedy 28.2 193 196 10.1 243 401
Gr with ins. 41.9 193 196 39.0 193 955
© * „ „ = 1 .0 ,  5 =0.8
PROB 3 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 2.0 298 687 1.2 373 887
Std. Greedy 35.8 299 328 15.3 373 887
Gr with ins. 54.6 299 328 31.1 305 362
(¡ü) = 10.0 , 5 = 0.8
PROB 4 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 0.6 291 346 0.5 420 126
Std. Greedy 4.7 291 346 0.9 420 126
Gr with ins. 7.4 291 346 18.6 291 346
(iv )** . =0.1, 5=0.3
PROB 5 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 1.0 394 059 0.6 529 888
Std. Greedy 10.9 394 059 2.2 529 888
Gr with ins. 17.2 394 059 16.3 394 560
(v)*dw =1-0, 5 =0.3
PROB 6 Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Algorithm time (s) Cost time (s) Cost
Acc. Greedy 1.5 922 938 0.9 1 293 905
Std. Greedy 13.8 935 775 3.7 1 293 905
Gr with ins. 22.7 935 775 8.8 1 088 054
(vi) *„„=10.0, 5 =0.3
Table 6.2 Results for various greedy algorithms over 6 fixed charge problems
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Observations:
(i) The Accelerated Greedy Algorithm is by far the fastest in all cases
(II) All three algorithms are highly dependent on the initial solution chosen, which is a 
cause for concern with their use. Fortunately, however, the results found are very 
good if a full graph is chosen as the startmg solution As would be expected, this 
dependence on startmg solution is less for the third case where link insertion as well 
as removal is permitted
(III) Finally, it was observed in chapter 4 that the monotonicity criterion behmd the 
accelerated greedy algorithm is necessarily violated occasionally in our 
implementation This criterion is a condition for the Accelerated Greedy Algorithm 
to produce identical results to the Standard Greedy (link removal only) W e see in 
Table 6 1 that the same result is found for most problem instances but that there are 
occasional differences It is reassunng to see in our results that this violation is 
more likely to bnng about an improvement rather than a deterioration in 
performance.
It was noted in (i) above that the Accelerated Greedy Algorithm has the best time- 
performance The next sub-section shows that this is even more marked as the problem 
complexity increases
6.2.2 Performance improvement with the Accelerated Greedy Algorithm
Figure 6 1 displays a comparison o f how much time is required for the accelerated 
greedy algorithm with that for the standard greedy algorithm for a variety o f test 
problems with different numbers o f nodes These problems are all generated with the 
same generation parameter settmgs (except the number o f nodes) Each has a 
characteristic number k0 =  1 0  In each case the basic graph contains about 80% of
possible links
The dramatic improvement achieved by the accelerated greedy algorithm confirms our 
expectations o f a reduction in complexity proportional to N 2, where N  is the number of 
nodes
6.2.3 Conclusion
Notwithstanding some concerns about its robustness, the Accelerated Greedy 
Algorithm is most worthy o f serious consideration, primarily for reasons of 
computational efficiency
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Acc. Greedy & Slow Greedv: #nodes vs time
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Figure 6.1: Time performance o f standard and accelerated greedy
algorithms fo r  'average' homogeneous input with kchar =10 and £ = 08
6.3 So m e  Tabu  S earch Strategies
In this section, we wish to examine some variants of the Tabu Search implementation 
discussed in Chapter 5 Recall that we implement a short-term memory by having a 
sliding window of tabu moves Best results have been seen for tabu lists of size 5 to 20 
(consistent with Glover's observations) The algorithm presented in Section 5 6 2 
implements longer term memory and prevents infinite cycling without using excessive 
amounts of memory Parameters of the algorithm are set as follows n = 4 ,k  = 6
Tables 6 3 (i)-(vi) display results for each of the following four algorithms over our six 
20-node test problems As before, each run was performed with a random initial 
solution as well as a solution with all possible links in place
A lgorithm  Tabu list size No. o f  iterations
Tabu Search 1 5  1 000
Tabu Search 2 5 10 000
Tabu Search 3 20 1 000
Tabu Search 4 20 10 000
Tim e:
1000 iterations takes approximately 550 seconds on average 10000 iterations takes 
about ten times as long (~1 5 hours)
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PR O B1 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1 000 166 345 166 345
Tabu Search 2 10 000 166 345 166 345
Tabu Search 3 1000 166 345 166 345
Tabu Search 4 10 000 166 345 166 345
PROS 2 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1000 193 196 193 196
Tabu Search 2 10 000 193 196 193 196
Tabu Search 3 1 000 193 196 193 196
Tabu Search 4 10 000 193 196 193 196
PR O B3 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1000 297 542 296 613
Tabu Search 2 10 000 295 600 295 600
Tabu Search 3 1000 297 995 296 912
Tabu Search 4 10 000 296 409 296 912
PR O B4 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1000 291 346 291 346
Tabu Search 2 10 000 291 346 291 346
Tabu Search 3 1 000 291 346 291 346
Tabu Search 4 10 000 291 346 291 346
PR O B5 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1000 393 992 393 992
Tabu Search 2 10 000 393 992 393 992
Tabu Search 3 1 000 394 059 394 560
Tabu Search 4 10 000 393 992 394 560
PR O B6 iterations Cost
Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Tabu Search 1 1 000 921 331 921 331
Tabu Search 2 10 000 921 331 921 331
Tabu Search 3 1 000 935 775 948 532
Tabu Search 4 10 000 931 575 928 358
Table 6.3 Results fo r  some variations on our Tabu Search implementation
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Figures 6 2 - 6 4  below give a graphical feel for the progression of the Tabu Search 
algorithm for one thousand iterations on a particular problem
Tabu Search - PROB3 : List Size -  20
i te r a t io n s
Figure 6.2 Progression o f  "Tabu Search 3" fo r  problem  "PROB 3" - list size = 20
i te r a t io n s
Figure 6.3 "Close-up " o f the above (Figure 6 2 )
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Tabu Search - PROB3 ; List Size = 5
i te r a t io n s
Figure 6.4 Progression o f "Tabu Search 1 "for problem "PROB 3" - list size = 5 
O bservations:
(i) Note that by choosing a new (random) starting solution on cycling, we effectively 
have a series of separate runs with different starting solutions.
(ii) Cycling occurs less often when the list size is larger (i.e. 20) but having a smaller list 
produces somewhat better results. This is because a more broad search is 
performed with a number of runs; the benefit of this outweighs that of longer 
individual searches.
(iii)Note that less time is required to achieve good solutions with the test problems 
where fixed link costs are relatively low (PROB 1, P R O B  4) than where they are 
relatively high (PROB 3, P R O B  6).
6.4 Cooling  Sc hedules  for  S im ulated  Annealing
The implementation of a finite-time cooling schedule for simulated annealing was 
described in Section 5.7.1. The algorithm depends on three parameters, a, n, and nmax. 
Recall that a  represents the factor applied to the cooling parameter every n transitions 
or nmax iterations, whichever is the smaller. Best results were consistently achieved in 
our experiments, and in the literature, for values of a  in the range [0.9,0.99]. n is 
chosen to control the speed of convergence and n ^  is taken as twice n.
Tables 6.4 (i)-(vi) display results for each of the following four parameter settings. The 
speed was expected to increase by a factor of approximately 10 from one 
implementation to the next over those presented. As before, each run was performed 
with a random initial solution as well as a solution with all possible links in place.
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A lgorithm a n "max C om m ent
Sim. Ann. 1 0.99 1 000 2 000 slow
Sim. Ann. 2 0.99 100 200 medium
Sim. Ann. 3 0.99 10 20 fast
Sim. Ann. 4 0.9 10 20 very fast
Thus with "Sim. Ann. 1", for example, the cooling parameter is multiplied by 0.99 after 
1000 transitions or 2000 iterations have occurred.
Stopping criterion:
Stop when one of the following occurs:
• 200 000 iterations produce no change in cost




Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 8060.0 166 345 166 345
Sim Ann 2 878.2 166 345 166 345
Sim Ann 3 177.5 166 345 166 345




Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 6516.0 193 196 193 196
Sim Ann 2 958.2 193 196 193 196
Sim Ann 3 169.8 193 196 193 196




Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 5993.2 295 600 295 600
Sim Ann 2 917.1 296 409 299 971
Sim Ann 3 148.4 299 597 305 632




Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 13632.0 291 346 291 346
Sim Ann 2 1706.6 291 346 291 346
Sim Ann 3 93.3 291 346 291 346





Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 15030 2 393 992 393 992
Sim Ann 2 1822 9 393 992 393 992
Sim Ann 3 89 1 394 059 393 992




Algorithm Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Sim Ann 1 12162 0 921 331 921 331
Sim Ann 2 1483 1 922 292 921 331
Sim Ann 3 85 0 943 537 948 147
Sim Ann 4 14 9 938 139 1 033 954
Table 6.4 Results fo r  various cooling schedules
Figure 6 5 below shows typical progression of the simulated annealing algorithm (for a 
fast implementation)
itera tio n s
Figure 6.5 Progression o f  "Sim Ann 3" fo r  problem  "PROB 3" 
Observations:
(i) Cost It can be seen that very good quality solutions are obtainable with the 
Simulated Annealing algorithm 
(n) Robustness1 As expected, the startmg solution chosen has no perceived influence 
on the quality of solution obtained if sufficient time is allowed for proper 
progression of the algorithm. Note that the very fast version (Sim Ann 4) is a very 
crude approximation of simulated annealing
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(m)Tirne There is a clear correlation between length of time available and quality of 
solution obtained
(iv)Note that less time is required to achieve good solutions with the test problems 
where fixed link costs are relatively low (PROB 1, P R O B  4) than where they are 
relatively high (PROB 3, P R O B  6)
6.5 G enetic  A lgo rithm s  and  an  A daptation
Here we look at the performance of a pure Genetic Algorithm and see what 
improvements are achieved with our adaptation
6.5.1 Pure G enetic A lgorithm
With the simple genetic algorithm, the major tuneable parameters have been identified 
as
• population size,
• probability of crossover, and,
• probability of mutation
As mentioned in chapter 5, another research project at this university has focused on the 
application of genetic algorithms to our type of problem This work is reported in [31] 
A  section on parameter tuning identifies the following settmgs as appropriate for our 
20-node problems:
Population of solutions 100
Prob of crossover’ 1 0
Prob. of mutation 0 0015 per link per iteration
These settmgs are used for the pure genetic algorithm in the overall comparison of 
Table 6 7
6 .5 .2  H ybrid  G reedy-G enetic A lgorithm
In this section we are concerned with evaluating the adaptation presented in Section 
5 8 2 For reasons of clanty, we initially concentrate on one of our test problems, 
P R O B  3, for parameter tuning
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A  variety of 50-iteration tests were performed on PROB3, with differing expected 
numbers of crossovers and mutations per iteration. Results are presented in Tables 6.5 
and 6.6 below.
Cost:   Average number of Mutations per iteration
1 3 5 7 10 Average
Avg. 1 297056 296310 295279 295279 295279 295841
no. of 3 295910 295279 295279 297655 295279 295880
cross­ 5 296209 295279 297017 295279 295279 295813
overs/ 7 297743 295279 295279 295910 295279 295898
iter. 10 298172 295279 295279 295279 295279 295858
Average 297018 295485 295627 295880 295279 295858
Table 6.5 Cost comparison over various parameter settings fo r  the greedy-genetic
algorithm
Time:   Average number of Mutations per iteration
1 3 5 7 10 Average
Avg. 1 131 212 315 329 496 297
no. of 3 116 209 291 342 477 287
cross­ 5 114 210 290 348 502 293
overs/ 7 124 206 258 338 494 284
iter. 10 130 190 264 374 427 277
Average 123 205 284 346 479 288
Table 6.6 Time comparison over various parameter settings fo r  the greedy-
genetic algorithm
Observations:
(i) Cost: Best cost values are seen when the expected number of mutations is about 10 
per iteration and the expected number of crossovers is about 5 per iteration. Note 
though that cost variations are quite small over the range of settings tested.
(ii) Time: The time taken increases with the average number of mutations and stays 
roughly constant regardless of the crossover rate.
(iii) Robustness: As all tests use random starting solutions, and none produce poor 
results, this method can be considered robust.
Table 6.7 shows a comparison between results of two variations of this algorithm with a 
pure genetic algorithm over our six test problems. Random initial solutions are used for 
all tests.
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The following parameter settings were used
• Pure Gen Alg. 5000 iterations, population = 100, prob crossover =10,
prob mutation = 0 0015
• Greedy-Genetic 1. Our adaptation (avg 5 crossovers/iteration, 10 mutations/iter)
• Greedy-Genetic 2- Our adaptation (avg 5 crossovers/iteration, 3 mutations/iter)
PROB 1: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7979 166 369
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 577 166 345
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 275 166 345
PROB 2: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7999 193 196
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 667 193 196
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 256 193 196
PROB 3: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7949 303 267
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 502 295 279
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 210 295 279
PROB 4: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7492 291 346
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 658 291 346
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 304 291 346
PROB 5: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7490 393 992
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 477 393 992
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 279 393 992
PROB 6: Algorithm Time (s) Cost
Pure Genetic Algorithm 7471 928 424
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 1 141 924 939
Greedy-Genetic Alg. 2 120 922 938
Table 6.4 Results for genetic algorithm variations
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6 .6  O v e r a l l  C o m p a r is o n  o f  Lo c a l  S ea r c h  M e th o d s
Results are presented in Table 6 7 for two implementations of each of the four major 
algorithms that we are concerned with The result of a random search in the solution 
space is also shown for comparison purposes This search selects the best of 100 000 
randomly chosen solutions
The following is a summary of the parameter tunings chosen for this comparison 
Greedy Algorithms.
Acc Greedy : Accelerated greedy algorithm with link removal only 
Gr with ms • ’Normal' greedy algorithm with link insertion and removal
Tabu Search
Tabu Search 1 • list size = 5 1000 iterations 
Tabu Search 2 • list size = 5 10000 iterations
Simulated Annealing.
Sim Ann 1. a  = 0 99, n -  1000, nmax= 2000 
Sim Ann. 2 . a  = 0 99, n = 100, ntrax= 200
Genetic Algorithm
Pure Gen Alg 5000 iterations, pop = 100, prob crossover = 10, 
prob mutation = 0 0015 
Hybrid Greedy-Genetic 2 Our adaptation (avg 5 crossovers/iteration, 3 mutations/iter)




Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Acc. Greedy 0 6 166 345 217 526
Greedy with ins. 31 2 166 345 166 345
Sim Ann 1 8060 0 166 345 166 345
Sim Ann 2 878 2 166 345 166 345
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 166 345 166 345
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 166 345 166 345
Pure Gen. Alg. 7979 4 N/A 166 369
Greedy-Genetic 2 275 0 N/A 166 345
Rand. Search -2000 0 N/A 177 156
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I
P R O B 2 : 20 nodes ^  = 1 0  ¡ 5 = 0 8
Algorithm Average
CostI
- time (s) Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution1
Acc. Greedy 09 193 196 1 243 762
Greedy with ins. 40 5 193 196 193 955
Sim Ann 1 6516 0 193 196 | 193 196
Sim Ann 2 958 2 193 196 193 196
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 193 196 193 196
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 193 196 1 193 196
Pure Gen. Alg. 7998 8 N/A 193 196
Greedy-Genetic 2 256 0 N/A 193 196
Rand. Search -2000 0 N/A 222 959
PR O B3: 20 nodes = 10 0 % = 0.8
Algorithm Average Cost1
time (s) Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Acc. Greedy 1 6 298 687 373 887
Greedy with ins. 42 9 299 328 305 362
Sim Ann 1 5993 2 295 600 295 600
Sim Ann 2 917 1 296 409 ! 299 971
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 297 542 296 613
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 295 600 295 600
Pure Gen. Alg. 7949 0 N/A 303 267
Greedy-Genetic 2 210 0 N/A 295 279
Rand. Search -2000 0 N/A ! 624 723 |
PR O B4: 20 nodes kdm = 0 1 i; = 0 3
Algorithm Average Cost
time (s) Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Acc. Greedy 06 291 346 420 126
Greedy with ins. 13 0 291 346 1 291 346
Sim Ann 1 1706 6 291 346 291 346
Sim Ann 2 93 3 291 346 i 291 346
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 291 346 291 346
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 291 346 291 346
Pure Gen. Alg. 7492 2 N/A ! 291 346
Greedy-Genetic 2 304 0 N/A 291 346
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Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Acc. Greedy 08 394 059 529 888
Greedy with ins. 16 8 394 059 394 560
Sim Ann 1 15030 2 393 992 393 992
Sim Ann 2 1822 9 393 992 393 992
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 393 992 393 992
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 393 992 393 992
Pure Gen. Alg. 7489 5 N/A 393 992
Greedy-Genetic 2 279 0 N/A 393 992




Full Initial Solution Random Initial Solution
Acc. Greedy 1 2 922 938 1 293 905
Greedy with ins. 15 8 935 775 1 088 054
Sim Ann 1 12162 0 921 331 921 331
Sim Ann 2 1483 1 922 292 921 331
Tabu Search 1 -500 0 921 331 921 331
Tabu Search 2 -5500 0 921 331 921 331
Pure Gen. Alg. 74714 N/A 928 424
Greedy-Genetic 2 120 0 N/A 922 938
Table 6.7 Overall comparison o f local search methods




This chapter is concerned with summarising the observations and conclusions that arise 
from this research work. Firstly, Section 7.1 is concerned with a discussion of 
experimental results. Section 7.2 discusses possible directions for applications and for 
further research. Finally, Section 7.3 sums up the principal conclusions.
7.1 O ver a ll  D iscussion  of R esults
7.1.1 C om parison o f  Local Search M ethods
A  summary of the major results has been presented in tabular form in Section 6.6. As 
previously mentioned, our primary concerns in evaluating the algorithms are cost, 
robustness and speed.
The best solutions in terms of cost are consistently the modem local search methods. 
No single one of the three such methods (simulated annealing, tabu search, adapted 
genetic algorithm) stands out from the others in terms of achievable minimum cost. 
Although the lowest cost solutions are provided by these modem methods, it is fair to 
say that all methods looked at (with the exception of course of purely random search) 
are capable of converging to reasonably good solutions if the conditions are right. 
Under these conditions (judicious choice of starting solution, for example), each method 
produces solutions costing no more than one or two percent above the lowest found. In 
large scale network design, of course, this one or two percent could represent a 
significant amount of money, and considerable effort to achieve the best method or 
methods would be warranted.
The modem algorithms are more robust than traditional greedy algorithms in two 
respects. Firstly, the greedy algorithms are highly dependent on the initial solution 
chosen. This problem is surmountable in the case of the fixed charge problem as choice 
of a particular solution (full base graph) always gives good results; however, this cannot 
be guaranteed to work when the cost function is somewhat less well-behaved. 
Secondly, the performance of greedy algorithms tends to deteriorate as the parameter
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c^har is increased, causing more diverse local optima to be present (thus trapping the 
algorithm).
Our third evaluation criterion is speed. Here, the accelerated greedy algorithm is 
outstandingly fast. Simulated annealing, on the other hand, requires a lot of time for 
convergence if we wish to be very confident of finding an optimal solution. The solution 
quality obtainable is directly related to the length of time available. This is also true for 
tabu search, where considerable time is required in our tests. Our combination of 
greedy and genetic algorithms is slower than a greedy algorithm but much faster than the 
other modem methods, while managing to match them in terms of solution quality (cost) 
and robustness.
7.1 .2  Effects o f  &char on perform ance
It is clear from the results and the above discussion that the effectiveness of greedy 
algorithms for the fixed charge problem diminishes with increasing relative significance 
of initial (fixed) link costs. W e  can conclude that there exist an increasing number of 
diverse local optima as &char is increased. The quality of local optimum found then 
depends on the initial solution chosen.
7.1.3 Conclusions from  experim ental work
Each of the algorithms presented could be of use for large scale network planning. 
Choice of algorithm would depend on user-imposed conditions.
The accelerated greedy algorithm would be the best choice for a decision support 
system, where rapid convergence is just as important as solution quality. It is frequently 
the case that a designer would like to have an interactive system with the possibility to 
optimise, make desired changes, re-optimise, and so on, without having to wait around 
for too long.
Simulated annealing or tabu search would be a better choice in long-term large scale 
network planning. Here, computation time of the order of hours would be available for 
finding good solutions. The savings achievable could be quite significant for high cost 
systems.
The hybrid greedy/genetic algorithm achieves both speed and solution quality and could 
conceivably be applied in either of the above mentioned scenarios, although it might be a
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little slow for interactive decision support It is the closest we have, however, to a 
general purpose algorithm for this kmd of problem
7.2 A pplicatio ns  and  Scope  for  Further  W o rk
In this section, we discuss applications arising from this work and the potential for 
further development.
7.2.1 D irect application to netw ork planning
T w o  approaches to network planning were mentioned m  the previous section 
interactive decision support and non-interactive long-term planning In this work we 
have investigated a range of algorithms which could be used in either of these 
approaches In fact our accelerated greedy algorithm implementation has been used 
successfully in the G S A C  (Generation and Selection of Alternative Configurations) tool, 
developed for the collaborative European Union R A C E 1 II project, D E S S E R T 2
7 .2 .2  A pplication o f  algorithm s in other areas
As well as the direct application of these methods for planning of public or pnvate 
networks, it is worth noting that a wide range of diverse optimisation problems in 
telecommumcations have much in common and can be modelled combinatonally Thus 
the successful application of these modem methods for the problems we have looked at 
should encourage their use elsewhere Just one example of another large-scale 
combinatorial problem in the area of telecommunications is the sizing and location of 
cells in cellular networks
7.2 .3  U ser interface developm ent
It is generally useful in computer-aided design to have some user mteraction with the 
design process as, for many problems, humans have a superior ability to visualise what a 
good solution should look like It would be desirable if our design process were to 
produce a graphical output that the user could change by addmg or removing links, 
being informed of the marginal cost of his actions in the process
Research in Advanced Communications in Europe
2Declsion Support Systems for Service Management This project was completed in December 1994
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A  very suitable basis for a user interface is a Geographic Information System (GIS) with 
points on a map representing nodes Currently, the inputs (demands and cost function 
parameters) are read from a data file in our implementation As cost function 
parameters are expected to relate closely to distance, the possibility is there for their 
automatic generation The possibility is also there for incorporating the automatic 
receipt of demands from the forecasting process The output of our process (link 
arrangement and capacities) could then be passed back to the GIS for display A  
prototype implementation of this interaction between a network planning module and a 
GIS has been achieved by a colleague at this University
7.2 .4  Further refinem ent o f  the algorithm s
As all the local search methods considered need to be tuned, there is limitless scope for 
their further refmement Algorithms can be adapted to suit the characteristics of various 
problems by numerical analysis There is considerable scope also for developmg new 
hybrid algorithms like our greedy algonthm/genetic algorithm combination
7.2 .5  O ther m ethods
Not all methods for the solution of combinatorial problems have been investigated in this 
work An interesting approach that is receiving growing attention is Constraint Logic 
Programming (CLP) Traditional logic programmmg allows for the declarative 
formulation of combinatorial problems in such a way that the search space is enumerated 
automatically. Constraints are then used passively to test the generated values This is 
prohibitively slow, however, for large problems, CLP, by contrast, allows the active 
treatment of constraints Constraints are propagated to reduce the search space and 
hence the combinatorial explosion There are a number of academic and commercial 
CLP languages, the foremost bemg CHIP (Constramt Handling In Prolog).
7.3 S um m ar y  of  Overall  Conclusions
All the general local search methods under consideration have been successfully 
implemented to a computationally complex network planning problem analysed by 
Minoux in his paper [30] Considerable efficiencies have been achieved for our 
implementation by our development of a new approach for updating all the shortest 
paths from iteration to iteration
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W e  can conclude from our expenmental results that modem local search methods, well 
implemented, produce solutions of better quality than traditional methods
The drawback of the modem methods is their speed This may or may not be a major 
problem, depending on the length of time available to the user In any case, this problem 
can be greatly lessened by implementing our hybrid greedy-genetic algorithm.
The performance of traditional methods is poorest for problems with a large number of 
diverse local optima The number of local optima mcreases for the fixed charge problem 
as fcchar, the ratio of fixed to initial link costs in the optimal solution, mcreases It has 
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Appendix 1 Shortest Path Algorithms
A 1.1 S h o r test  path  betw een  tw o  specific  n o d e s : D ijk s tr a 's
ALGORITHM
Notation W e  wish to determine the shortest path between nodes s and t Let a( i , j )  
denote the distance from node i to node j
Formal statement
A l g o r it h m  A l . l :  D ij k s t r a 's  s in g l e -p a ir  s h o r t e s t  p a t h  a l g o r it h m
(a) All nodes are initially unlabelled Assign a number d(x) to each node to denote
the tentative length of the shortest path from s to x that uses only labelled nodes
as intermediate nodes
Initially,let d{s) = 0 and d(x) = °°, V  nodesx ^ s
Let y denote the last node that was labelled Label node s and let y = s
(b) For each unlabelled node x, recalculate d(x) as
d(x) = mm{ d( x) , d ( y )  + a(y, x) } (All)
If d(x) = 00 for all unlabelled nodes, stop, no path exists between s and t 
Otherwise label node x corresponding to the smallest value of d(x) Also label 
the link to node x from the labelled node that determined the smallest value of 
d(x) above 
Let y  -  x
(c) If node t has been labelled, STOP The shortest path between s and t is the
unique set of labelled links from s to t The length of this path is d(t)
Otherwise, repeat step (b)
A-l
A 1.2 S ho rtest  paths  betw een  all  node  p a ir s : Flo yd -W a r sh a ll
ALGORITHM
Notation Number the nodes 1, , N Let d k denote the length of the shortest path
from node i to node j , where only the first k nodes are allowed to be intermediate 
nodes If no such path exists, let d k = W e  thus have the following
• d° denotes the length of the shortest direct link from i to j , if one exists,
• d°lt = 0, for all nodes i e 1, , N , and
• dy represents the length of the shortest path from i to j
Let D k denote the N x N  matnx with elements d k Our link configuration and distance 
matrix, A = (a( i , j ) ) i N , gives D° and our objective is to determine D N
Formal statement
A l g o r it h m  A 1 .2 : F l o y d -W a r s h a l l  a l l  s h o r t e s t  p a t h s  a l g o r it h m
(a) Determine the matrix D° Let d ° = a { i , j ) , if link (/,;) is present,
Let du = 0, Vi
(b) For k = 1, , N, successively determine the elements of D k from the elements of
D k~l using the following recursive formula
otherwise
(A12)
As each element is determined, record the path that it represents
(c) Sto p  The matnx D N represents the solution
A-2
